


The Philippine Exposition
The Leading Feature at the World’s Fair

Representing an outlay of $1,500,000, covering forty-seven acres. Thirteen

hundred natives, forty different tribes, seventy-five thousand exhibits, one

hundred and thirty buildings, and seven hundred and twenty-five soldiers.

Visayan Village
Showing in detail the refined and educated people of the islands, and

illustrating the life, manners, customs and costumes of the real Philippine

people; how they live, their houses, churches, theaters, etc. Two com-

panies of Filipino players, assisted in free entertainments every hour byj

a Filipino orchestra.

Negrito "Village
The aborigines of the Philippine Islands. The Negritos are one of the

smallest races of people in the world
;

they represent primitive man. In

climbing trees they use their toes like monkeys, and with the bow and

arrow they are most skillful of all races.

Igorot "Village
Seventy head-hunters from mountain regions of northern Luzon; twenty-

eight Suyoc miners from the Province of Lepanto-Bontoc
;

eighteen

Tinguianes from the Province of Abra. These people represent only four

hundred thousand of total population of the Philippine Islands, which exceed

7,635,426 of people, over six-sevenths of whom are civilized Christians.

Bagobo "Village
Thirty men, women and children brought from the slopes of the volcano

Apo, in southeastern Mindanao, a group numbering about 5,000. Here

can be seen the Bagobo warrior in his resplendent costume of woven hemp
cloth, richly-colored bead work, and ivory and gold ornaments. A heathen

people who practice human sacrifice, not from religious motives, but as the

development of their deeply rooted ideals in bravery.

Moro "Village
Showing the dwellings, household furnishings, mode of living, habits,

occupation, dress, etc. The weaving of different native fabrics and fancy

colored mats. Native dances by the women, spear dances by the men,

and other novel and interesting features, all conveniently reached via

THE INTRAMURAL RAILROAD, transferring to the Philippine switch.
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The Philippines at a Glance.

HE position of the Philip-

pines, with reference to

the trade of the Far East,

is an ideal one, even to-

day
;
but with the comple-

tion of the Isthmian canal

their value to the United States will be

beyond compare.* The prophetic ken of

Thomas H. Benton enabled him to see the

day when the rule and empire of the world

would belong to the route to the Indies,

and to the nation which controls the com-

merce of that route.

Our control of the Philippines and Rus-

sia's control of Manchuria and Korea are

but incidents in a movement which has as

its ultimate object the control of the Pacific.

William H. Seward knew whereof he spoke

when lie declared that “henceforward Euro-

pean commerce, European politics, Euro-

pean thought, European activity, however

effectively they may increase in intrinsic

importance, and European alliances, how-

ever intimate they may become, will sink

in relative importance—meanwhile the Pa-

cific Ocean, its shores, its isles, and the vast

* The China sea is dreaded by all navigators,

and is the grave of more shipping than any other

equal area of water to be found on the globe.

Even today ships going by the Straits to China

run across to the Philippines for protection against

the strong contrary winds. This, together with the

fact that the route by way of the Suez canal is

much longer, will operate strongly for a discon-

tinuance of that route in the near future. In

the very nature of things, this shorter and safer

route via the Panama canal will make the Philip-

pines the gateway to the trade of the millions of

China, Korea, French Indo-China, Japan and all

countries south.

region beyond, will become the principal

theater of events in the great future of the

world.”

The Isthmian canal and the Hawaiian,

Aleutian, Ladrone and Philippine Islands

place us in absolute control of the Pacific,

and we can no more escape the responsi-

bility of our position than we can cease to

be a progressive people.

Area of the Philippine Islands.

The area of the Philippines equals that

of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales,

and the islands are capable of supporting a

population of over one hundred million peo-

ple. It is doubtful if on the face of the

earth today an area so large as that of the

Philippine Islands can be found which con-

tains such a vast population together with

such virgin resources in every line of in-

dustry. So prodigal is nature of her gifts,

and so productive is the soil of the archi-

pelago that only a scratch here and there

is necessary to the support of eight million

people.

That the resources of the islands have

never been developed is due to the fact

that Spain discouraged effort in that direc-

tion by others than her own people. The
present government, however, invites all

honest, intelligent and thrifty men of what-

ever nationality to assist in restoring to the

islands all that they have lost in the past

through a narrow administrative policy. We
have highways to build, railways to con-

struct, forests and mines to exploit, planta-

tions to cultivate, inexhaustible water

power to harness, manufactories to estab-
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lish, modern methods of agriculture to in-

augurate, and many other fields of endeavor

are open to capital and industry. We invite

men of thrift and enterprise to cotne to

these islands and help improve them, and

vve promise the first fruits to those who
accept the invitation.

It must be remembered, however, that

success is attained in the Philippines only

as it is attained in other countries, that is,

by intelligent and energetic work. This

being a new country, more opportunities

naturally offer here than in the United

States, but those who expect success to

wait upon them unsolicited will fail here as

there. What the islands need is a class of

sturdy pioneers such as made that great

empire lying west of the Mississippi River

to blossom as the rose—men with willing

hands, honest hearts and a small amount of

capital. The statement so often made to

the effect that a white man cannot labor in

this climate is not true. Those who are

afraid of a little sunshine can find some

excuse for not laboring in any country.

The Philippines as a Place for Residence

for Americans.

The climate of the Philippines is pleasant,

equable and healthful. It is doubtful

whether any other country in the world is

more favored in this respect. At the level

of the sea throughout the entire archipel-

ago the mercury rarely goes below 60 de-

grees or above 90 degrees Fahrenheit during

the entire year.

From the middle of November until the

middle of March the climate is delightful,

and from that time on until the latter part

of June it is hot during the middle of the

day, but considerably less so than in many
of the Southern States in the summer

;
and

it is cool, compared with the Texas Border

along the Rio Grande at the same season.

From July to November during the rainy

season the temperature is very little higher

than during the winter months, which is

due to the frequent rains and clouded con-

dition of the sky. Many people who have

lived here several years prefer the rainy

season to any other portion of the year.

During the early years of American occu-

pancy when campaigns and severe “hikes”

were daily occurrences, our troops suffered

severely from intestinal and malarial affec-

tions, which could have been prevented had

they been properly equipped and looked

after. Neither officers nor men understood

how to take care of themselves, and con-

stantly drank from polluted wells and

exposed themselves unnecessarily to the

rays of a tropical sun. Partly as a result

of the large amount of sickness which oc-

curred among our troops, and partly from

grossly misleading and exaggerated reports

sent to newspapers and friends in the

United States by hysterical men and

women, the climate of the Philippines has
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been so unfairly misrepresented that many

Americans have been dissuaded from com-

ing here on that account.

As a rule, all newcomers, especially those

accustomed to a vigorous and bracing

climate, lose flesh, vitality and energy dur-

ing acclimatization. This is even true with

people living in the northern portion of the

United States who settle in Texas or other

portions of the South. The acclimatizing

process in the tropics usually requires from

two to three years, and at the end of that

period, provided the climate agrees with

one, both flesh and health return.

The American people as a rule entertain

the idea that the term “tropical diseases’’

applies only to affections common to tropical

countries. While there are a number of

serious diseases and conditions prevalent in

the tropics, there are few, if any, which do

not exist as well in temperate climates. The

excess of certain diseases prevalent in the

tropics may be ascribed to the ignorance of

the inhabitants of tropical countries and

their violation of ordinary sanitary laws,

and not to climatic conditions. I feel quite

assured that were the same sanitary regu-

lations observed in the Philippine Islands as

are practiced in the southern part of the

United States, the results in regard to

health would be practically about the same.

The splendid work performed in Cuba in

the eradication of yellow fever, and in

Porto Rico with smallpox goes a long way

in bearing out these statements. The preva-

lence of serious diseases and conditions en-

countered here, then, may be considered as

due to the disregard of sanitary measures

and filthy surroundings of the natives. The

Filipino is a fatalist and accepts the visita-

tion of serious epidemics with serenity and

resignation, and believes them to be divine

dispensations.

As altitude overcomes latitude, it is more

than probable that in the near future health

resorts will be established in the Philip-

pine mountain regions, where a cool and

invigorating climate can be enjoyed and

tropical enervation more or less avoided

without leaving the borders of the archi-

pelago. Indeed, the problem of maintaining

a good standard of health among the Amer-

ican families compelled to live for long con-

tinuous periods of time in these islands

seems very near solution in the establish-

ment of sanatoria in the high tablelands and

forest-covered mountain regions. The civil

government is just completing a sanitarium

at Baguio, Province of Benguet. As soon

as the government wagon road from Pozor-

rubio to Baguio is finished, transportation

will be easy, and the latter part of the trip

a delightful one, passing through really

magnificent mountain scenery. Baguio is

PLAZA MCKINLEY, MANILA.
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located about 4600 feet above sea level and

in the midst of a pine forest extending

many miles in all directions. In Baguio, a

grate fire is almost a necessity during the

rainy and cool season, especially in the

evening, and one needs his blanket at night

during the entire year.

The Filipino People.

After long familiarity with the dog-eating

Igorrotes and the tree-dwelling Negritoes,

who would be as much of a curiosity on the

streets of Manila as on the streets of St.

Louis, it might be edifying, if not altogether

interesting, to the American people to learn

something of the real Filipino.

The Philippine Islands, according to the

last census, contain a population of some
8,000,000 people, seven-eighths of whom
acknowledge the tenets of Christianity.

They are a remarkably polite and courteous

people, and the world does not contain their

peer in uniform kindness and consideration

shown to children and old people.

Of course, they are not like our people.

They are Orientals, with the Oriental

tendency to say those things which are

most pleasing to their auditor. The innate

courtesy in the race has been added to by

long years of association with the Spanish

people, until what is considered ordinary

common-place courtesies among themselves

is considered effusive and insincere by resi-

dent Americans.

One instance which came under my obser-

vation in 1899 will more fully explain the

difference between our common-place cour-

tesies and those of the Filipino.

An American being entertained at the

home of a wealthy Filipino in Manila, saw

and admired a very costly piece of native

handiwork, whereupon the host insisted

upon the American accepting the article as

a gift. The latter protested that lie would

never think of accepting so valuable a gift.

The Filipino insisted. At last the scruples

of the American were overcome by the ap-

parent sincerity of the Filipino and the

article in question was accepted. But

imagine the surprise of the American the

next day to be cited to appear before the

provost marshal on the charge of having

taken the article from the home of the

owner. Explanations followed, whereupon

the Filipino said that his offer was merely

"bv word of mouth,” and meant absolutely

nothing to him save politeness, he never

dreaming that the American was unac-

quainted with the customs of the country.

Even so simple a saying as "Please make
yourself at home,” if translated into the
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picturesque Spanish, would ring false and

deceitful to American gars.

The Filipino people have never been

welded into a united whole through a com-

mon tongue. When the Spaniards arrived

in the islands they found many tribes speak-

ing many dialects. While Christian train-

ing was given to all by the priesthood, it

was imparted through the medium of var-

ious dialects, never in Spanish. From the

beginning to the end of Spanish dominion

it was held to be unwise to teach the native

a common tongue, the theory being ad-

vanced that to keep the people tractable it

was necessary to keep them divided, and

that nothing was so potent to that end as

a babble of tongues.

While denying the correctness of such a

theory, the present administration in the

islands maintains that although a common
tongue may bring rebellion and war, even

that is better than peace that can be main-

tained only by denying to the Filipino people

the first requisite to national progress.

However, the American government in the

Philippines has the satisfaction of knowing,

even at this early period of its efforts, that

its policy is the correct one, since it is only

the Filipino who has never been brought

within the sphere of influence of the Amer-
ican school teacher, that continues to give

trouble. Wherever the school-house stands

there is the center of peace and progress.

By unanimous consent of all classes it is

understood that the person of the teacher,

the property of the school district and the

tranquility of the children shall not be dis-

turbed.

Of course, the Filipino has not ceased

to dream of independence, and he is using

every opportunity afforded him by Amer-
ican precept and example to qualify himself

for better things.

A Remarkable Movement.

Without doubt the Philippine Islands are

the scene of the most remarkable religious

revolution the world has yet witnessed.

Strange to say, this movement had its con-

ception in an effort of the people to be

self-governing and independent.

I have heard the theory advanced that

the opposition manifested by the Filipino

people toward the Spanish friar was the

result of the immense real estate holdings

of the latter. But this seems unlikely in

view of the fact that church holdings of

land in the Phillippines is only about one

per cent of the whole. And when it is

remembered that nine-tenths of the re-

mainder is government land subject to

homestead rights, it becomes more and

more apparent that some other reason must

be sought to explain away the intense

hatred of the Filipino people for the Span-

ish friar.

A DRAINAGE CANAL.
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It is generally understood and believed

in the Philippines that this opposition can

be traced to the fact that the friar has been

the most potent means in the past in de-

feating the Filipino's dream of independ-

ence. Were this not true, and the F'ilipino’s

real reason was as stated, one of objection

to friar land grants and alleged immorality,

the native would gladly turn to the Amer-
ican priesthood for relief from friar op-

pression. But, no ! The Filipino will none

of the American priest.

Recently, Archbishop Aglipay, head of

the Filipino Independent Catholic Church,

said

:

“We resent the sending of French, Italian,

Hottentot, American or any other friar-

controlled priests to rule us.”

If this means anything, it means that

every safeguard which religious liberty en-

titles them to employ will be used to pre-

vent their plans for the future from being

negatived by the friars acting in their

midst as secret agents of the government,

as in the past.

The Insular Administration, however, rec-

ognizes no danger in permitting this move-

© ment to run its course. Experience and a

“ common tongue will open up many fields

^ of thought and endeavor which will cause

the Filipino from time to time to form a

H better and more favorable opinion of a

2; government which has been conducted

© wholly in his interests since American oc-

£ cupation. Neither will he find the Amer-
Ph ican people such a bad lot when he is able

K to read their newspapers, their history, and

to converse with them in their own tongue.

When that day comes, I confidently expect

to see the Filipino “gunning" for the man
who suggests cutting him off from the bene-

fits and honor which will more and more
attach to his American citizenship as he

becomes more and more fitted to exercise

and enjoy it.

Labor Supply.

There is no scarcity of labor in the Phil-

ippines at 50 cents gold per day, and never

will be until the scale of living has been

raised from its present low standard.

It has been my experience that those

who have money to employ labor with can

find all they want at 50 cents gold per day,

and they express themselves as perfectly

satisfied with their returns. On the other
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hand, those who have no money to spend

for labor are the only ones who have trou-

ble in securing it, and consequently may be

heard, in season and out of season, demand-

ing the introduction of Chinese labor into

the islands.

Captain Butte, formerly in charge of land

transportation for the Quartermaster’s De-

partment, who employed several thousand

Filipinos, in his final report before leaving

for the United States, called attention to

the fact that this class of labor was amply

efficient for the work handled, was reliable,

and very much cheaper than white labor

would have been.

Later, the manager of the Atlantic, Pa-

cific and Gulf Co., the firm which is making

extensive harbor improvements at Manila,

and which employs Filipino labor almost

exclusively, called attention to the fact that

such labor is reliable, ample and cheap.

Superintendent W. P>. Moses, in charge

of water transportation for the Quartermas-

ter, who employs several thousand men, re-

cently said to the writer that his experience

with Filipino labor had been eminently sat-

isfactory. and that all this talk about the

Filipino refusing to work was nonsense,

and was indulged in only by those who had

had no experience with native labor.

Superintendent Lewis, in charge of water

transportation for the Quartermaster of the

Department of Mindanao and Jolo, very

recently stated to the writer that it had

been his experience that wherever the Fili-

pino is treated decently, and paid a fair

wage (50 cents gold per day) he worked

well and satisfactorily.

The civil government has more than

2500 Filipino laborers at work on the Ben-

get road, the city engineer’s and the street

cleaning departments of Manila employ

together probably an equal number, and

they all report that the Filipino labor is

good. Mr. Fliggins, the manager of the

Manila and Dagupan Railway Company,

who built the original road with Filipino

labor and is now building the branches au-

thorized by the commission, finds no diffi-

culty with Filipino labor. Mr. Belden, of

the street railway company, has had no

difficulty in securing the laborers necessary,

and they are now at work laying the ties.

Captain Couden, of the Cavite navy yard,

LEGAS1T

MONUMENT

AND

LUNETA,

MANILA.
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submits a favorable report upon his use of

Filipino labor, skilled and unskilled.

The experience of these men is a personal

experience, and carries more weight than

all statements to the contrary made by those

whose experience with native labor has

been confined to the domestic servant.

Philippine Products.

The products of the Philippine Islands

are varied, and many of them very impor-

tant, hemp and sugar alone being exported

to the value of nearly $40,000,000. Fol-

lowing is a list of products by Provinces

:

Bulacan—Sugar, rice, cane, nipa, cane

hats, wine, palay, metals and tintarron.

Nueva Ecija—Rice, sugar, lumber, to-

bacco and gold.

Bataan—Rice, sugar, lumber and tintar-

ron.

Cavite—Rice, sugar, cane and coffee.

Batangas—Sugar, and coffee.

Tayebas—Copra and cocoanut oil.

Laguna—Copra, oil, hats of balangut,

buri, cuntol, cancuan, lumber, rattan, rope,

cabonegro, beche de mer and sugar.

Morong—Mats, palay, lumber, building

stone and crushed stone.

Pampanga—Sugar, rice, corn, tintarron,

cane, nipa, lumber and firewood.

Tarlac—Sugar, palay, lumber, corn and

cane.

Pangasinan—Rice, sugar, cigar cases, cane

hats, tintarron, mangoes and lumber.

Ilocos, North and South—Cigars, rice,

indigo, cotton cloth, copper, mangoes and

sugar.

Cagayan, Isabella and Nueva Visava

—

Tobacco, cigars, corn and rice.

The Batanes Islands—Cattle and lumber.

Mindoro—Hemp, corn and lumber.

Gubut, North and South Camarines, Sor-

sogon and Albay—Rice, cigars, hemp on a

grand scale, cloth of the country, and gold

from Mambulao.

Ilolio—Sugar, rice, corn, lumber, fire-

wood, cinamay, pina and jusi.

Cebu—Sugar, hemp, corn, sinamay, jusi,

coal, tobacco, shells, beche de mer and

coffee.

Samar—Hemp, copra, corn, rice and

sugar.

Leyte—Hemp and copra.

Antique— Sugar, rice and corn.

Negros, East and West—Sugar, corn,

rice, hemp and raw cotton.
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Surigao—Hemp, copra, corn, gold, wax
and mats.

Zamboanga—Hemp, sugar, rice, corn,

shells, mother of pearl, beche de mer, lum-

ber and copra.

Davao—Copra, hemp and lumbang for

oil.

Jolo— Shells, mother of pearl, hemp,

pearls, beche de mer and birds’ nests.

Puerto Princesa—Resin, rice, cibucao (a

red dye-wood), lumber, rattan in great

quantities, shells and mother of pearl.

Calamianes—Beche de mer, birds’ nests,

lumber, firewood, rice, corn and cattle.

Paragua—Beche de mer, birds’ nests and

shells.

Cottabato—Rice in great quantities, corn

lumber, cattle, crude wax, hemp, rattan,

lumbang and nipa.

Masbate and Ticao—Firewood, cattle,

wax, rattan, lumber and rice.

Zambales—Rice, firewood, lumber, sugar,

corn and cattle.

Aside from the above mentioned products,

nearly every Province has vast forests of

timber only awaiting the woodman’s axe

to make the lumberman wealthy.

Agricultural Lands.

There are some 65,000,000 acres of agri-

cultural lands in the Philippines, only

5,000,000 acres of which are subject to in-

dividual ownership. The price of this land

is not fixed; but it can be secured at a

very reasonable figure, owing to the fact

that the Government is more than anxious

to see it under cultivation. The price of

land suitable for hemp cultivation, if pur-

chased from private parties, is from $7 to

$20 per hectare. (A hectare is a little less

than 2.y2 acres.) The cost of preparing land

varies according to its nature. Virgin forest

land will cost about $12 per hectare. Other

lands under cultivation with different pro-

ducts cost about $7 per hectare.

Timber Land.

The forest area of the Philippines, in-

cluding all public and private woodlands,

is estimated to be 48,112,920 acres. The

area of private woodlands held under valid

title is far below 1,000,000 acres. The

timber cut and marketed in these Islands

during the past year has been entirely in-

sufficient to meet the local demand. It has

been necessary to import millions of feet

of American pine and redwood and of tim-

ber from Borneo and Australia. Between

May 4 and August 12, 1902, the price per

cubic foot of ipil increased from 95 cents to

$2, United States currency
;
that of rnolave

from $1.10 to $1.80, and that of tindalo

from 95 cents to $2. It is often impossible

to purchase our best hard woods at any

price, and any surplus in the near future

will be promptly absorbed by the China

market. The lack of suitable means for

transporting logs is the main cause of the

existing shortage of lumber. The lumber

company which first successfully introduces

MOONLIGHT ON PASIG RIVER AND DAY, MANILA.
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modern logging methods here will make
very handsome profits.

When one considers that there are over

forty million acres of tropical forest, and

that the species now listed number six

hundred and sixty-five, he begins to see

what this wealth must be. But he needs to

live here for a time, to push his way
through forests where three or four trees

are growing on the space needed by one

for its full development, to see trees of the

most magnificent hardwood rising eighty

feet without a limb and tossing their top-

most twigs a hundred and fifty feet above

his head, before he gets any clear idea.

Then he may wander into some unpre-

tentious house and find a circular table with

a top of a single piece cut of the most

beautiful wood, five or even six feet in

diameter, or another, perhaps five feet wide

and twenty long, also one single piece.

There are woods for every possible use,

wood of a kind that withstands the attacks

of the white ant, and is used for the timbers

of houses, wood that is not penetrated by

the marine-worm, and so is valuable for

piling and ships, wood that will not rot

when placed in the ground, making ideal

sleepers and posts, woods of exquisite grain

and capable of receiving a high degree of

polish from which wonderfully beautiful

furniture can be made. Then he will find

that there are seventeen varieties of dye

woods, the revenue from which would be

sufficient to pay all the expenses of the

Bureau of Forestry. The Islands of Min-

danao and the southern part of Paragua

are covered with gum, rubber, and gutta

percha trees, and would yield an enormous

wealth.

Philippine Tobacco.

Philippine tobacco has long been held in

high esteem in the Orient, and Manila
cigars maintain the same rank in eastern

countries that Havana cigars occupy in

Europe and America. Today tobacco stands

third among the exports from the Philip-

pines. During the year 1900, according to

the Monthly Summary of Commerce and

Finance of the United States, 11,743.336

kilos of tobacco, valued at $1,906,436,

United States currency, were exported

from the islands.

Philippine tobacco is nearly all utilized in

the manufacture of cigars and cigarettes,

and finds a ready sale in Spain (which con-

sumes more than one-half of the total pro-

duction), England, Hong-kong (where it is

shipped to Asiatic ports), and British East

India. During the year 1900 these countries

bought more than seven-tenths of the entire

crop. The agreeable aroma and flavor of

the better grades of tobacco grown in the

islands have won for it a high place among
the fine cigar tobaccos of the world, and,

for a long time, it ranked next to the cele-

brated Cuban tobacco.
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When we consider the desirable qualities

of Philippine tobacco, with the imperfect

cultivation, curing and fermentation it re-

ceives. and the improvements and advances

that have been made in other tobacco coun-

tries, it becomes at once evident that every

care and attention should be given the crop

to enable it to regain its former position, if

not to make it superior to the finest

tobaccos grown in the world.

The markets of the United States offer

every inducement for the improvement and

spread of the Philippine tobacco industry.

This becomes all the more evident when we
consider the vast sums of money annually

expended by the United States for foreign

tobacco. During the year ending June 30,

1900, the United States, according to offi-

cial statistics, paid for Cuban tobacco, $7,-

615.991 and $4,569,271 for Sumatra tobacco.

During this same year the Philippines ex-

ported to the United States only a few hun-

dreds of dollars worth of tobacco, or less

than one-hundredth of one per cent of the

tobacco importations of that country. While

it may be true that Philippine tobacco may
never entirely supplant Cuban and Sumatra

tobacco in the United States, there is cer-

tainly every inducement to encourage and

improve the industry until modern cultural

methods have realized to the fullest extent

the highest perfection of the crop.

The great tobacco region of the Philip-

pines is the Cagayan Valley in the North

of Luzon, comprising the provinces of

Cagayan and Isabella. Almost all the pro-

duction here is under the control of a Span-

ish corporation, the Campania General de

Tabac.o de Filipinas. At its own expense

this company has imported modern agricul-

tural implements and tried to induce the

small producer to use them, but the Fili-

pino will do as his father did just as long

as he is able to withstand the forces of

innovation.

Besides the central region of the Cagayan

Valley, where the choicest leaf grows, the

whole of the northern and western coast of

Luzon produces good tobacco. The South-

ern Islands also are successful in this line,

but need hardly be considered at present in

this connection, since they are used for the

raising of other staples and the regions I

have spoken of are capable at present, if

properly exploited, of supplying a largely

increased demand for Philippine tobacco.

Sugar Culture.

It would be hard to over-estimate the ad-

vantages of the Philippines for the culture

of sugar. The soil is of such fertility that

it has raised a crop of cane in every one

of the last fifty years with little or no fer-

tilizing. During seven or eight months of

FLOWEB VENDOBS.
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the year the forest-covered mountains are

veiled in clouds, assuring a plentiful supply

of moisture. And so favorable are both soil

and climate that the crop matures in twelve

months, giving to the planter who has

sense enough to rest a part of his land

annually a crop of cane every year (an ad-

vantage rare in any part of the world). In

Hawaii, where men are making fortunes in

sugar, the average crop requires fifteen

months to reach maturity. It is safe to say

that nowhere else in the world is there su-

gar land offering advantages equal to that

in some of the southern islands of the Phil-

ippines.

The price of sugar in most of the markets,

as is well known, is set by beet sugar, and

the cultivation of the sugar cane—a plant

which was formerly the principal source of

supply of sugar—has greatly declined. At
first one is naturally inclined to suppose

that the reason for this is that the cost of

< producing cane sugar is greater than for

p: beet sugar. Doubtless this may be the case

< when such crude methods are employed in

the extraction, clarification and evaporation

§ of the juice as is practiced here in the Phil-

§ ippines : but it will be presently seen that

< quite the contrary is true where modern

mills are employed.

< The beet sugar industry owes its present

p: status, not to any inherent superiority of

^ the beet over the cane as a sugar-producing

g plant, but to the three following factors:

The application of physical and chemical

principles in the manufacture of sugar

:

scientific agriculture, and the encourage-

ment which the industry receives in the

shape of bounties from the different coun-

tries of Europe where the beet is grown.

The object of a bounty is to foster an in-

dustry, and make it profitable for those en-

gaged therein, irrespective of the cost of

production of the article turned out. It

stands to reason, therefore, that no matter

how unprofitable an undertaking might be

as a private enterprise, it can be made a

paying business if it receives sufficient help

from the government. I do not wish to

make the point that sugar beet growing is

unprofitable, but rather to show that, even

if it were, the industry could be sufficiently

developed, with the help of a bounty, to run

cane sugar out of the market—providing,

always, that the countries paying the

bounty did not bankrupt in the meantime.
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Bounties and science, then, are what de-

veloped the beet sugar industry, and we

need not be surprised at the decline of cane

culture in the best sugar cane growing

countries, especially if we contrast the pro-

cesses of manufacture employed in Austria,

France and Germany with those which ob-

tain here in the Philippines.

But supposing Congress were to reduce

the tariff on Philippine sugars, what would

be the outlook for sugar in these islands?

Could we hope to compete with Europe

in supplying the 2,478,000 tons of sugar

annually consumed in the United States,

and if so, what competition might we event-

ually have to meet from the beet sugar

manufactories of America?

These questions cannot be better ans-

wered than by pointing out the fact that in

1850 the cane sugar industry in the Ha-

waiian Islands was in the same stage of

backwardness, as it is in here today. In

1875, however, the reciprocity treaty,—prac-

tically the same thing in its effect as the

proposed tariff reduction for Philippine ex-

ports to the United States,—was signed by

the United States and the Hawaiian Gov-

ernment. This treaty opened a market for

Hawaiian sugars, and greatly stimulated the

industry with the result that by means of

hydraulic crusher, regulating mills, vacuum

pans and centrifuges, the same lands which

formerly produced one ton of sugar per

acre, are made to yield ten tons and more.

Not only has the percentage of extraction

increased and the polarization of the sugar

been raised, but by placing triple effects

in the factories, utilizing the pulp for fuel,

and by installing mechanical appliances for

handling the cane, the expense for fuel has

been in many cases eliminated altogether,

and the cost of labor very much reduced.

The result of this revolution in the manu-

facturing process is that sugar cane growing

has become very profitable
; so profitable,

indeed, that lands formerly considered un-

suitable for cane growing, because of in-

sufficiency of rainfall, have been converted

into cane fields at enormous expense, by

constructing reservoirs, sinking wells and

installing pumping plants, one of which cost

over $1,700,000 (gold). Others have gone

farther and have uprooted coffee plantations

in order to make way for the more profitable

sugar crop. There are now more than sixty

THE
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modern mills in the Hawaiian Islands,

ranging in capacity from ioo to 550 tons of

sugar per twenty-four hours
;

and there

would be more if suitable lands could be

found.

There can be no doubt, then, that sugar

cane growing is profitable when the proper

methods of cultivation and manufacture

are employed, when the climate is favorable

and when discriminating legislation does

not operate against it. But perhaps the

most forcible proof of this is found in the

fact that the cost of production of cane

sugar in the Hawaiian Islands is estimated

at $32 per ton, whereas, the cost of turning

out one ton of beet sugar in the United

States is $47, a difference of $15 per ton

in favor of cane sugar. Furthermore the

field results obtained on one Hawaiian plan-

tation were over 10^2 tons of sugar per

acre; while the average yield of beet sugar

in the United States for 1901, was 2109

pounds per acre. One acre of cane, then,

will produce ten times as much sugar as

could be produced from the same quantity

of land planted to beet.

It is useless to elaborate further on this

subject of cost of production. All that are

required to make the Philippines a rich and

prosperous country, is a market for its

sugar and capital to develop the industry.

Should Congress reduce the tariff on sugar

we will have access to the greatest sugar

market in the world. As I have already

stated the consumption of sugar in the

United States probably reached 2,478,000

tons for 1902, and it is calculated that the

rate of increase in consumption is 6^2 per

cent per annum. At present the home pro-

duction is about 485,000 tons and the im-

portations from Puerto Rico and the Ha-

waiian Islands do not exceed 400,000 tons.

This leaves a balance of about 1,600,000 to

be obtained from foreign countries.

Gum Chicle.

The extraordinary demand that has

sprung up within a few years for gum
chicle has no commercial parallel in modern

times other than that furnished by the im-

port banana industry to the United States

from Jamaica and Central America. The
consumption of chicle has now become so

great that the propriety of calling it a

minor product many well be questioned

;

but notwithstanding this great consumption,

it is very doubtful if more than a few

hundred people of the million or more who
use it daily are aware that it is the founda-

tion of all the fine chewing gums in the
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market. About all the gym raised comes

to the United States where it is absorbed

by the trust, known as the American Chicle

Company, is compounded with much starch,

sugar and flavoring adulterants, and in this

form finds its way around the w’orld and to

an ever-increasing number of victims of

the harmless, but unlovely, gum-chewing

habit.

As an indication of the extension of the

habit, it may be noted that the total receipts

of chicle in the United States during the

first seven months of the year 1901 were

2,628,554 lbs. as against 1,860,727 lbs. for

the same period in 1899, and rather under

one million pounds in 1897. Meantime the

demand has so far exceeded the supply that

the price in these six years has enhanced

far more rapidly than the quantity con-

sumed. In 1897, the export value was only

eleven cents per pound. In 1899 it was but

15 cents, in 1901 it had jumped to nearly

twenty-five, and now is quoted at 30 cents

gold. At the present value the annual av-

erage consumption of about four and one-

half million pounds amounts to the con-

siderable sum of $1,350,000. Originally

derived from the countries adjacent to the

Spanish Main, it was introduced here many
years ago, where, if one may judge by its

unrivaled luxuriousness and fecundity, it

has found an environment fully as satis-

factory as that of its native habitat.

The tree that produces gum chicle is

Acliras sapota, and produces a universally

prized fruit found in very many Filipino

gardens where it is known as “chico.”

It is grown exclusively for its fruit, and

so far as I know the natives are generally

ignorant of the far greater money value of

its abundant milky sap or latex.

The tapping of the tree, the collecting of

its elastic sap and the preparation of the

gum by waterbath evaporation involve none

of the complicated processes required for

the coagulation of many species of rubber,

and are simple for a child to understand.

In common with too many Filipino pro-

ducts, gum chicle trees, Topsy-like, have

“just growed,” but it belongs to a natural

order of plants and is quickly responsive

to treatment, and it is altogether certain that

the planter who accords them a liberal

cultural system will be rewarded with early

maturity, and abundant yields of both fine

fruits and latex.

Multiplication by seeds or cuttings is

tedious and, except in skilled hands, un-

certain ; but Filipino gardeners employ a

system of marcottage that is altogether

admirable, and so available to the unini-

tiated that I give the method here in full.

COCOANUTS ARRIVING AT MANILA.
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The process is to split in half a single

interlode or short joint of bamboo and then

encircle a branch or limb of the tree it is

desired to propagate with the two halves

and then tie them together with “bejuco.”

This makes a cylinder around the stem and

this joint being cut at a node, of course

has a bottom. Previous to fitting the cylin-

der or tube, the leaves are stripped from

that portion of the stem where it is to be

tied and the bark of the branch lightly

nicked with a knife. The tube is now filled

with fine, light soil, and the branch so tied

that the tube stands to the perpendicular

enough to catch rainfall and the operation is

complete.

In a few months the branch will have

united roots enough to fill the tube, and

then the new plant of large size and early

fruiting habit may be cut away from the

parent tree just below the tube, and we
have a well-grown young tree of a size and

vigor that could not be expected in less

than two or three years from seed.

I know of no sylvan product (for this

tree has run wild in some localities and

become truly sylvan) that exhibits so varied

a range in the value of its fruit products

as the chico. The same character doubtless

holds true of individual gum-yielding prop-

erties, and hence it behooves the intending

planter to select with the utmost care for

marcottage only such subjects as have dem-
onstrated their superiority as fruit or latex

producers. The fruit, properly handled,

will stand distant transportation; and as it

is held in great esteem by most Oriental

nations, a very profitable business auxiliary

to the production of gum chicle will be

found in the exportation of selected fruits

to China and Japan.

Gum chicle is at present on the free list

of foreign imports into the United States,

and on that footing could be made a source

of handsome profit to the Philippine

grower.

Grazing Lands.

Most magnificent grazing lands exist in

eastern Pangasinan, northern Nueva Ecija,

Nueva Vizcaya, Isabella, and Cagayan,

mostly rolling uplands in the three former

provinces, and broad, level prairie lands in

the two latter, although so far as abundance

and quality of the grasses are concerned

there is apparently no difference, the same

species growing on the prairies as on the

hills. These are fine-stemmed, fine-leaved

grasses, which, in the United States, would

be popularly known as “bunch” grasses, as
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they mostly grow in small tufts, not being

true turf-forming grasses ; so that, not-

withstanding the heavy tropical rains to

which this region is subject during several

months of the year, so close is the turf

that absolutely no signs of gullying or

washing is observed even on the very steep

hillsides, except along the trails where the

turf has been first broken by horses and

carabaos
;
which shows what may be ex-

pected if cattle are ever introduced here in

abundance.

The grazing lands in eastern Pangasinan,

northernNueva Ecija, and throughout Nueva

Vizcaya are characterized by their hilly,

rolling character, the ravines and small

valleys, tops of the higher hills and sur-

rounding mountains being densely forested ;

while in every small valley one finds streams

of clear, pure water, it being impossible to

travel more than three or four miles in any

direction without finding good water.

Hence, it will be observed, that there is an

abundance of feed, water, and shelter, the

requisites for an ideal cattle country; and

especially to be noted here are the topo-

graphical features of the country, which,

in case of epidemics of rinderpest, are of

especial value, as in these valleys whole

herds of cattle can be isolated and, with

a little care and watchfulness, guarded for

months against infection by contact or

through the water supply.

The water supply is especially to be noted.

In the numerous mountain streams the

water is perfectly pure and as clear as

crystal, except immediately following a

heavy rain. These streams, during the rainy

seasons, like the great rivers, are subject

to great and sudden rise and fall; and

from a quiet babbling brook a stream may
change in a few minutes into a raging

mountain torrent; yet, where the mountains

are heavily timbered, the rise and fall are

more gradual and do not go to extremes.

The grazing lands of Isabella and

Cagayan differ from the foregoing in being

almost perfectly level, or but gently rolling,

typical prairie lands extending almost as

far as one can see in all directions, limited

by the coast range on the east and the

great central range on the west, and extend-

ing from some distance south of Cordon

north to the coast. The same species of

grasses are found here as in the ranges of

Nueva Ecija and Nueva Vizcaya, and the

quantity and quality are about the same.

This great valley consists of open country

with isolated trees, or sometimes small

groves, with more or less forest land along

the streams. The country is well w'atered

by the numerous tributaries to the Cagayan

River.

LEARNING TO RIDE A BIKE.
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Cattle raising for the home market should

be a very profitable undertaking in northern

Luzon, if one can judge by the prevailing-

high prices of meat in Manila, and the fact

that practically all the meat consumed is

shipped in on the hoof from Singapore, or

as refrigerated meat from Australia and
the United States. Certa nly the conditions

in Luzon are ideal for this industry, and
the grazing lands of the island cannot be

surpassed by any in the world, and certainly

not equaled by 99 per cent of the grazing

lands in the United States. Hundreds of

acres of these open ranges in some sections

would produce a great abundance of native

hay. Once the question of transportation

is solved, the Manila market could be

cheaply and easily supplied with thousands

of tons of native hay, as in many sections,

under natural condition, there would be a

heavy yield of hay per acre of fine quality,

the natural lay and condition of the land

being such that cutting and harvesting

could be done by machinery. At
.
present

the thousands of tons of hay needed in these

islands for the support of native ponies, and

especially for United States army horses

and mules, is imported from the United

States and Australia.

Rice Culture.

The cultivation of rice in the Philippines

is in many respects similar to that practiced

in China. Japan, India and other Oriental

countries. It is true that plows are more
generally used here than in these latter

countries, but they are such primitive

affairs and the work performed with them

is so unsatisfactory that, economically con-

sidered, they are of very little more value

than the mattock and the spade. The main
operation, however, such as preparing the

seed beds, transplanting, puddling the soil,

and harvesting the crop, all conform to the

oriental type, and are such as characterize

all countries where labor is cheap.

So cheap is labor in some of these coun-

tries that a man’s wages for one year are $15

gold and board. Consequently a farmer has

very little inducement to invest money in

labor-saving machinery, and it. is question-

able whether it would be advisable, or even

practicable, to make a radical change in the

rice culture of China and Japan. Most of

the lands suitable for rice growing in those

countries are already utilized for that pur-

pose
;
and so dense are the populations that

it would be next to impossible in those

countries to produce sufficient food to main-
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tain the present inhabitants and the neces-

sary draft animals if modern farm machin-

ery were introduced. Besides the use of

labor-saving machinery would result in

throwing a large portion of the people out

of employment, and thus entail widespread

suffering and hardship. In addition to this

it may be said that the fields are not prop-

erly laid out for the use of modern agricul-

tural implements. The majority of the

fields are small, irregular strips of land,

divided from one another by levees which

have been constructed at great cost of time

and labor, and before gang plows, disk

choppers, and twine binders could be intro-

duced it would be necessary to throw these

levees down.

In the Philippines no such obstacles exist.

The population is comparatively sparse. In

a territory equal in extent to the whole of

New England and the State of New York
there are only some six or eight million

people. The consumption of rice greatly

exceeds the production, notwithstanding the

fact that there are extensive areas dis-

tributed throughout the archipelago which

are admirably adapted to the growing of

rice. Indeed, the natural conditions for the

production of this crop are so favorable

that it would not be surprising to see the

Philippines become, in the next ten years.

one of the leading rice producing countries

of the world.

It was stated in the foregoing that no

obstacles exist to the introduction of a new
system of rice culture in this-' country. I

may go further and say that it is 'absolutely

necessary that a new system should be in-

troduced. Ever since the occupation of

these islands by the American army six

years ago the price of labor has steadily in-

creased, and as American customs are grad-

ually introduced we may look forward to a

further advance. It is needless to say that

every industry will be profoundly affected

by this, and the rice industry will be one of

the first to feel its influence, for it is a crop

which must be grown cheaply in order to

be profitable. To pursue the same system

of cultivation as in China, however, and to

have to pay three and four times as much

for labor is out of the question. Hence,

the rice farmer will have to adapt himself

to the new condition if he wishes to com-

pete successfully with foreign rice.

Of course it will take time before the

methods indicated can be carried out in the

remote provinces. There are difficulties to

be overcome, chief among which is the

question of draft animals
;
but that a revo-

lution in rice culture is inevitable there can

HARVESTING RICE.
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be no doubt, and the sooner it is realized

the sooner a beginning will be made.

A few words might be said with advan-

tage in regard to cheap labor and labor-sav-

ing machinery. Cheap labor is by no means
the cheapest article on the market. In sup-

port of this statement the following figures

are submitted : The labor of a Filipino in

the rice fields of the Philippines has been

estimated at $20 gold and board per annum.
The amount of land which he can cultivate

is two and one-half acres, yielding fifteen

hundred pounds of paddy. In Texas or

Louisiana, on the other hand, a laborer re-

ceives $200 gold and board, but he culti-

vates eighty acres of land, and the cultiva-

tion is so superior that with irrigation wa-

ter alone he produces 160,000 pounds of

paddy. In short he receives ten times the

wages, but he produces one hundred times

more rice than the Filipino laborer.

There is no reason why scientific methods

of culture and modern agricultural imple-

ments should not make the Philippines one

of the leading rice countries of the world.

It was not many, years ago when the rice

industry in Louisiana was on the same foot-

ing with the rice industry of the Orient, and

yet such a revolution has been effected in

the cultivation of rice in that State within

the last fifteen years as has not been accom-

plished in Chinese rice culture in six thou-

sand years.

Rubber and Gutta Percha.

1 he extraordinary demand for rubber

and gutta percha, as shown by an importa-

tion into the United States of more than

$25,000,000 worth during the calendar year

1902, coupled with the fact that the supply

is somewhat limited, has at different times

caused no little anxiety over the future

source of production. In fact, the limited

output of gutta-percha, practically all of

which is obtained from the East Indian

Islands, being found in Borneo, Java and

the Straits Settlements, has been the subject

of much concern by reason of its steadily

increasing use in various fields of industry.

As for the rubber industry, in which a

large amount of American capital has re-

cently been invested, especially in the de-

velopment of plantations in Mexico and

South America, it is said that the cost in

the Philippines of planting cleared ground

with rubber seeds is but two dollars per

acre. The first harvest should be in about

six years, but it is practicable to plant dou-

ble the number of trees needed and at the

end of three years cut out half of them, the
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rubber secured from the trees cut being

sufficient to pay all expenses up to that

time. The planters estimate a profit of $150

to $200 per acre from the rubber crop after

the trees have reached maturity.

Truck Gardening.

An industry capable of returning big

profits on small capital is truck gardening

in the vicinity of Manila. Many millions

of dollars’ worth of vegetables are con-

sumed yearly by the people of this city, a

large per cent of which is imported. The

attention of American truck gardeners is

called to the fact that opportunities for

making money in this industry in the Phil-

ippines are very promising, and that every

encouragement will be given them should

they decide to embark in such an enterprise.

Coal Lands.

The Island of Cebu is full of coal, and in

one mountain side, Uling, the outcrops indi-

cate an existence of millions of tons, at

least a couple of millions being extractable

with very little mining, according to the

best authorities. This is the largest coal

bed so far discovered, and with 15 miles of

railway the mineral can be put down in the

port of Cebu at a cost of rather under than

over $1 gold per ton. It is of a good steam-

ing quality and is found- by the local

steamer owners to be fully as good (2 per

cent better! as the best Japan lump. With

abundance of cheap labor, coal and iron

within reach, many enterprises having the

raw material on the spot can be at once pro-

ceeded with (such as rope works, sugar re-

fineries, cement and brick works, docks,

wharves, reclamations, port improvements,

dredging, etc.), for which there is almost

an unlimited field all over the group.

Philippine Coffee.

It would be by no means an innovation

to raise coffee here, for, previous to 1893,

there were a number of large and fairly

prosperous plantations. At that time the

plantations were almost totally destroyed,

and the land has now been turned to other

use.--. That hardly seems an argument

against coffee culture, for the lands in ques-

tion lay in Laguna, Cavite, and Batangas

Provinces, all containing more than the

usual allowance of low and level lands. Such

land would naturally prove more valuable

when devoted to other crops. Coffee is

naturally an inhabitant of more or less ele-

vated and broken land, and thrives best

in regions like Arabia, Java, and Mexico,

which present these conditions. There are

thousands, even millions of acres of gullied

1 iLll’lXO BLACKSMITH SIMM'.
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hillsides here, covered with a vegetation

which leaves no doubt of the fertility of

the soil, which will present an ideal surface

for coffee when they are once partially

cleared. The raising of coffee seems, there-

fore, an industry that will acquire more and

more importance as the superabundant for-

ests are cleared away, and will render pro-

ductive many a gullied mountainside which

would otherwise remain comparatively val-

ueless.

The production of coffee in the Philip-

pines was formerly so remunerative that

those engaged in its cultivation could find

no way sufficiently extravagant to spend

their money save by the purchase of dia-

monds, which were worn as shoe buttons.

A destructive insect, however, brought this

practice to a close some time ago. No
effort of which we are aware had ever been

made to study the life and habits of this

insect with a view to its extermination,

until; the establishment of an American

bureau of agriculture in Manila. Prof.

Scribner, chief of the bureau, has taken up

this matter in his characteristically pro-

gressive manner, and we hope to be able

soon to announce that the coffee tree may

again be cultivated without fear of further

destruction by insects.

Philippine Flowers.

The flowers of the islands are, many of

them, very beautiful. Many species of

orchids are found in the forests. One of

the most attractive flowers of all is that of

the tree called Ilang-Ilang, from which a

most delicious perfume is extracted. Here

again the native shows his spoiling hand,

for instead of plucking the flowers, he

plucks twigs and all to save time, and thus

mutilates and eventually destroys the tree.

Perhaps the most interesting tree of all is

the so-called Fire Tree, which, in the winter

months, when its limbs are almost bare of

leaves, is covered with masses of intensely

red and very beautiful blossoms. These

blossoms in some way became intertwined

with many customs of the people. The

most striking, in many ways, of the customs

with which they are connected, is that of

some of the tribes of Igorrotes who live

in the mountains of Northern Luzon. No
sooner has the fire tree flowered (in Janu-

ary) than these people, peaceful, meek, and

law-abiding for the rest' of the year, get

out their spears and knives, and start out

into the forest hunting heads. So that any

prospective traveler in the Philippines will

do well to keep away from the mountains
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where they live as long as the blood-red

blossoms of the fire tree are blazing in the

sun.

Mother-of-Pearl Industry.

The mother-of-pearl industry, as it is now

known, was founded in Thursday Islands,

North Queensland, nearly thirty years ago;

a certain Mr. Jardine, who still resides near

the islands and continues to hold interest

in pearl fisheries, being the pioneer.

While employing Australian natives for

the collection of sea slug—better known as

“beche de mer”—Mr. Jardine came across

quantities of large pearl oysters on that

coast, and, having no knowledge of their

value, shipped a small quantity to Sydney

for a report. The reply he promptly re-

ceived was to abandon the beche de mer

and center all his energies on the collection

of the shell. In carrying out these in-

structions, difficulties arose. It was soon

discovered that to procure the shell in quan-

tities was impossible with the means at

hand, owing to the depth of the water in

which the oyster existed. An attempt was

finally made with an “air pump,” the diver

going down with only the helmet and re-

ceiving the air through a tube. By this

means he was able to remain on the bottom

sufficiently long to collect a small bag of

shell.

Singapore has been from that time the

center for labor and supplies of every de-

scription, being the nearest and cheapest

port of call for all the necessaries of the

industry. It is also an excellent market for

the shell, and more pearls probably change

hands there than in any other place in the

world, large quantities being purchased for

the Chinese market, where there is a great

demand for second-class pearls.

Reference is entirely to the shell known
in the market as “mother-of-pearl,” a large

oyster varying from six to fifteen inches or

more in diameter and weighing from 2.V2

to 10 pounds, known to exist only in the

waters of Thursday Island, along North
Queensland, West Australia, Burma, New
Guinea, the Philippines, and the Arafua

Sea.

The Philippine Islands offer a wonderful

field for the mother-of-pearl industry. The
returns on the investment necessary to the

undertaking are several hundred per cent.

The Manila Hemp Industry.

The principal industry in the Philippine

Islands, and one capable of being greatly

enlarged, is Manila hemp. Sixty per cent

of the exports of the archipelago today is

of this fiber, yet the industry is still in its

infancy. It is estimated by hemp experts

that the one Island of Samar is capable of

TENDER VESSEL OF PEARLING FLEET.
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producing double the amount of hemp now
harvested throughout the islands were cap-

ital available for planting and cultivation.

Many other islands of the group produce

this fiber in great abundance, and I consider

$500,000,000 a conservative estimate of the

possibilities in this one industry. Many
lands and many climes produce sugar, to-

bacco, rice, copra, cocao and cotton, but no

country on the globe save the Philippine

future extension of hemp cultivation. Much
of that now produced is transported from

the field to the water’s edge on the heads

or shoulders of native packers. This is not

only enormously expensive, but it utilizes

the labor which should be employed in field

and factor}-.

The Philippine Islands belong to the

Lmited States. If they ever change from a

liability into an asset, it will be after they

THE WAV THE NATIVE MAKES ROPE.

Islands can grow Manila hemp. The out-

put is not sufficient to meet the demand.

This is causing rope and cordage manufac-

turers to seek a substitute. Necessity be-

ing the mother of invention, scientific re-

search will sooner or later destroy this valu-

able industry by discovering a substitute foi

Manila hemp if the output is not greatly

increased. Want of proper transportation

facilities is the principal drawback to the

have been opened up through the medium
of highways and railways. The Insular

Government has at last secured congres-

sional action which permits the former to

guarantee five per cent interest on capital

actually expended in railway construction

in the islands. This means more for the

future progress of the Philippines than can

possibly be realized by those unacquainted

with conditions here.



nox. IIEXRY C. IDE,

Vice-Governor Philippine Islands.
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3 WHERE MANILA
HEMP THRIVES

i?

i)

BEST IN THE
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

By Clarence W. Dorsey

T the present time abaca, or

Manila hemp, ranks foremost

among the exports of the

Philippine Archipelago. While

the excellent qualities of die

fiber obtained from the abaca plant have un-

doubtedly been known to the natives for

hundreds of years, it is only during the

last fifty or sixty years that considerable

quantities of this material have been ex-

ported.

It is stated that in the year 1850, 7,309,296

kilos of abaca were exported. Twenty-five

years later the shipment had increased to

32,414,315 kilos, while for the fiscal year

1 90 1. 111.216,563 kilos were exported, which

brought $14,455,110.10, so that some idea

can be gained of the wealth this industry

brings to the Archipelago. Abaca fiber is

used principally for making ropes and heavy

cables and for binder twine, although large

quantities of the finer qualities are con-

sumed by the natives for weaving into va-

rious kinds of cloth.

The area of the archipelago where the

successful cultivation of abaca is carried on,

roughly speaking, lies between the parallels

6° and 14
0 north latitude and the meridians

121° and 126° east of Greenwich. In south-

ern Luzon the principal abaca producing

provinces are Ambos Camarines, Albay, in-

cluding the Island of Catanduanes. and

Sorsogon. The Islands Mindoro, Marin-

duque, Masbate. Samar, Biliran, Leyte,

Cebu, Panay, Negros, Bohol, and Mindanao,

produce greater or less quantities of abaca

fibers. In addition, the plant is grown on

a large number of smaller islands which lie

near some of those just mentioned. In many
of the islands mentioned only small quan-

tities of abaca are gathered, and frequently

the little gathered is of inferior quality.

ADOPTING AMERICAN WAYS.
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CItOSSIXG THE BIXOXDP CAX.W..

Ambos Camarines.

In the Province of Ambos Camarines

there are several important abaca regions,

the products of which are nearly all shipped

from Daet and the capital, Nueva Caceres,

situated near the center of the province on

the Bicol River. The Mount Iriga district

was the only one studied in any detail, but

as the exports of abaca amount to from

3,125,000 to 3,437,500 kilos per year, it can

be seen that it is an important one. Other

important districts are situated in the west-

ern part of the province in the vicinity of

Lagonoy and in the western part of the

province, especially in the country adjoin-

ing Pamplona. The Mount Iriga district is

situated in the southeastern part of the

province, and all of the abaca shipped from

the villages of Iriga, Buhi and Baao may
be said to come from this district. Mount
Iriga, around the lower slopes of which the

abaca ‘dates” or farms are situated, is an

old volcano forming a part of the chain of

volcanoes which extends in a northwest and

southwest direction. It lies about midway
between the volcanoes Isarog and the

Mayon or Albay volcano. Of less elevation

than the other volcanoes, it rises above sea

level approximately 1212 meters. The form

of the mountain is a symmetrical cone trun-

cated at the top, with the slopes considera-

bly gullied by stream erosion and washing.

To the south and west are vast fertile

plains formerly cultivated in rice, but at

present, on account of the lack of suitable

farm animals, these valleys are largely un-

cultivated.

Albay.

At present Albay is the greatest abaca

producing province in the archipelago.

While the market price does not equal that

of the product of Sorsogen or Leyte, still

the prices at the present time are so much
in advance of several years ago that the

cultivation of abaca is practically the only

industry in the province, and former crops

and occupations are abandoned for the

more profitable abaca. The province is

fortunate in possessing two good ports,

Legaspi and Tabaco, and from these large

shipments are of almost daily occurence.

During the year 1900, according to the

Monthly Summary of Commerce and Fi-

nance, the Province of' Albay shipped 30,-

382,812 kilos of abaca, more than one-fourth

of the amount shipped from the entire

archipelago. Large quantities of abaca are

gathered in the region adjoining Tabaco,

while the towns of Polangui, Oas, Ligao,
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Guinobatan and Camalig, in the central

part of the province, all furnish considera-

ble quantities for shipment. The very finest

quality of abaca fiber is said to be grown

in the rough and rather inaccessible south-

western part of the province. This is gen-

erally shipped from Donsol, in Sorsogon

Province, although it occasionally finds its

way to the Legaspi markets.

Sorsogon.

This province contains many districts ex-

clusively cultivated in abaca, and the sale

of this commodity constitutes its greatest

source of wealth. In addition to the large

areas under cultivation, there are also large

tracts which at present are rapidly growing

up in dense jungle, on account of the

scarcity of labor to prepare the fiber for

market. The harbor facilities of the prov-

ince are not of the best, although there are

several ports where steamships touch to

receive cargoes of dried abaca.

The price realized for the abaca of this

province was, according to the market re-

port of September i, 1902. 27 pesos per

picul, as against 26P2 pesos for Leyte, and

24 !/2 pesos for that of Albay. The largest

shipments are made from Sorsogon, the

capital of the province, near which the

finest abaca of the entire province is pro-

duced.

The largest and finest “lates,” or farms,

are situated near Irocin, in the southern

part of the province, quite near the active

volcano Bulusan, but the abaca produced

here is more fleshy and, while the plant

makes a large growth, the quality does not

compare with that produced in other dis-

tricts near Sorsogon.

Samar.

In this province only very limited oppor-

tunity was given to observe the abaca soils.

The capital, Catbalogan, as well as the city

of Calbayog, are probably the most impor-

tant shipping points for the abaca produced

on the island. But little abaca is produced

near these cities, the supply coming from

the hills in the interior. There are practi-

cally no roads on the island, so the abaca

is carried down the rough trails to the large

rivers, and from there shipped to some of

the larger towns for shipment to ports

where large vessels touch. The finest qual-

ity of abaca is said to be produced in the

northern part of the island, but a good

quality of fiber is produced in the hills

along the Gandara River. There are many
good abaca producing districts, but the

transportation question is often a serious

one, on account of lack of roads. The
country is sparsely populated, and its un-

settled condition for the past few years has

ON THE WAY TO THE CEMETERY.
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seriously operated against the attention be-

ing given to the cultivation of abaca that it

deserves, so that many plantations have

been allowed to grow up in jungle. Very

recently, however, more abaca is being pre-

pared and is coming to the markets in con-

siderable quantities.

Leyte.

From Leyte a fine quality of abaca is

shipped, and for many years the island has

enjoyed the reputation of being one of the

foremost abaca producing districts of the

entire archipelago. The finest quality of

to possess the abundant rainfall and mois-

ture which the plant thrives best upon,

with the limited cultivation it receives.

Other Localities.

In addition to the provinces just men-
tioned, there are many other islands or

parts of islands where considerable abaca

is cultivated, and where large sums of

money are realized from the sale of the ex-

tracted fiber. Up to the present there has

been no opportunity to study the soils of

these localities, so little more than the mere

mention can be made of these districts.

THE NATIONAL GAM

E

abaca is probably that produced in the ex-

treme '‘southern part of the island, in the

hilly region adjoining Mallitbog Bay. The

northeastern part of the island has for a

long time also been known as a fine abaca

region. In this section of the island the

greater part of the abaca grown is found

on long, gently sloping lowlands, rising

gradually back to the mountains in the

interior of the island. In none of the abaca

producing regions mentioned so far has the

cultivation of abaca been successful on such

land, but the level or sloping lands, are the

rule in northeastern Leyte. These lands

are not marshy, but are said to be cool, and

Marinduque.—One of the smaller islands

just west of Tayabas Province, has long

been noted for the fine quality of extra

white abaca produced. The fiber is short,

but of a quality well adapted for weaving

purposes. The surface of the island is

rough and mountainous, and the large

mountain in the extreme southwestern part

of the island is undoubtedly an extinct vol-

cano.

Mindora.—The large island just south of

Batagas Province annually exports a small

quantity of abaca fiber. The island is

sparsely settled, but the cultivation of abaca

is said to be increasing each year. The
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THE SCREW IS SET. AWAITING THE DOCTOR'S VERDICT.

(The above pictures show Spanish method of execution by ganrote, and the last to take place

under American authority.)
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TYPES OF FILIPINO WOMEN.

surface of this island is quite rough and

broken, and there are many high mountains,

the most noted of which is Mount Halcon.

Masbate.

—

Produces limited quantities of

a fair quality of abaca. The island is rough

and mountainous, and the cultivation of this

valuable fiber could be considerably in-

creased.

Panay.

—

Only small quantities of abaca

are exported from Panay, and this is not of

a good class, as the fiber is inferior in qual-

ity and of short length. The largest ship-

ments of abaca from the island are probably

those from the province of Capiz.

Negros.

—

In this island the cultivation of

sugar cane takes first rank, but considerable

abaca is also produced. The southwestern

part of the island is .said to be the part of

the island producing the greatest quantities.

In middle Occidental Negros some abaca

is raised. The hills are all far inland, near

the lower slopes and foothills of the central
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chain of mountains, at an approximate ele-

vation of 300 meters above sea level. In

some localities abaca is found growing on

reddish gravelly soils. These soils consist

of heavy loams, and contain much sandy

broken rock rather than river gravel. The

locations are on the summits of outlying

foothills. The fiber of the abaca grown in

these soils, while of short length, brings a

good price on account of its extra quality.

Again, in the same part of the island, abaca

is grown to some extent in virgin forest in

dense shade on the lower slopes of the

mountains. In these locations the yellow

clay soils were overlaid by five or eight

centimeters of black, decomposed vegetable

mould. The shipment of abaca from the

entire island is small, as compared with

such provinces as Albay, Sorsogon, Samar

and others.

Cebu.—A large amount of abaca fibre is

exported from the City of Cebu, that is pro-

duced elsewhere
;
as, for example, much of

the abaca grown on western Leyte. The
total shipment made from this point during

the year 1900 were less than one-tenth of

that from the Province of Albay. The cul-

tivation could be greatly increased and ship-

ments made direct from Cebu to foreign

ports of the rebaled and assorted fiber,

thereby saving the cost of reshipping in

Manila.

Mindanao.—From this large and impor-

tant island large quantities of abaca are

annually exported and, by comparing the

number of kilos exported during the year

1900, as given in the Monthly Summary of

Commerce and Finance, it is seen that the

figures about equal those of Ambos Cama-

rines and Samar Provinces. In the north-

ern part of the island abaca is largely cul-

tivated, as well as in the southwestern part.

In the southwestern part the abaca is grown

on soils of alluvial origin; that is. they are

the result of the overflows and deposition

of the sediment carried by the streams.

They are rich, heavy loams, composed

largely of silt, with a high percentage of

decomposed organic matter. The lands oc-

cupied by these soils are nearly level, slop-

ing very gently to the seaward. Abaca is

cultivated to the water’s edge along the

coast. In soils of such natural richness

and fertility as these, the natural tendency

would be to a rank and rapid growth of

fleshy plants, although the quality of fiber

would not be of a high grade.

Basilan and Jolo.—In these two small

islands abaca is also cultivated to some ex-

tent. The sites chosen for abaca are low

places of much the same character as in

southwestern Mindanao. It is rarely grown

in the hills, but in low areas that have

rich, silty soils of alluvial origin.

A FILIPINO RESTAURANT.
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THE BUREAU OF AGRICULTURE
By F. Lamson Scribner, Chief of Bureau

CH has been said and written

about agriculture and the ag-

ricultural products of the

Philippine Islands, but the

subject is one of such vital

importance to the islands, one upon which

the entire support of the people practically

depends, that it cannot be too often dis-

cussed. It is a subject which not only inter-

ests the people of these islands, but also

those of the United States.

The great manufacturing interests of the

mother country are every year making

greater demands upon the tropics for their

supplies of raw materials, and these islands

are abundantly capable of producing a very

considerable proportion of the hemp, jute,

coffee, cacao, tropical fruits, high grade to-

bacco, and probably also silk, tea, and es-

pecially rubber and gutta, for which the

United States is now sending hundreds of

millions of dollars to foreign countries.

The climate of these islands is as health-

ful to man and as suitable to the growth

of all tropical products as is to be found

anywhere in the Orient, and in no other

islands or country can be found soils of

finer quality or better adapted to successful

development and profitable plant production.

There is a great range of temperature be-

tween sea level and elevations of from

3,000 to 4,000 feet, where arable land may
still be found

;
but there are no extremes of

temperature.

There is a demand for all the staple

crops of the islands far in excess of that

now produced, and it is not so much a

question what to grow, but where and how
the largest crops may be secured with the

greatest economy. It is here that the work

TRANSPORTING NIPA TO MARKET.
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A DUSKY MAIDEN. '

of the Bureau of Agriculture finds its field

for usefulness.

There is much inertia to overcome, and

we cannot hope for rapid changes in meth-

ods which have been practiced for centuries.

Agriculture here is older than in the United

States, but the methods still generally in

vogue are of the most ancient type
;

the

rapid development which has taken place

in the United States within the last fifty

years, and which has placed our home

country among the richest in the world, has

had no place here. There is, however, no

country better able to cope with the agri-

cultural problems that exist in these islands,

or better qualified to introduce improved

agricultural methods and bring a new era

of agricultural progress and development

than our own. We are here for this very

purpose, and the Bureau of Agriculture has

been organized on board lines to put this

work into effect.

The work now provided for in this bureau

includes the introduction of valuable seeds

and plants
;

distribution of the same
;

in-

vestigation of the soils of the islands, in-

cluding mapping of the tobacco, hemp,

sugar, rice, cocoanut, fruit and vegetable

soils of the Archipelago
;
investigations of

curing tobacco and originating, through

selection of breeding, improved varieties of

the staple agricultural products
;

carrying

on investigations of grasses, forage plants

and animal foods, and devising methods for

improving the forage supply of the islands

;

investigating the medicinal, poisonous, fiber

and other economic plants
; the history and

habits of injurious and beneficial insects;

the diseases of plants and methods of pre-

venting them
;
the improvement of existing

breeds of domestic animals
;

investigation

of various lines of work involved in animal

industries.

There is no more important work, so

far as it affects the well-being of the people

of the islands, than that which pertains to

“STUD” MURPHY, OF CAVITE.
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THE FILIPINO HOMBRE.

agriculture: and nothing can more effec-

tively bring about peace and prosperity and

increased wealth in these islands than the

encouragement and promotion of the agri-

cultural industries by the introduction of

modern methods, improved agricultural ma-

chinery and the enlightenment of the people

concerning the immense agricultural re-

sources possible in these islands, under the

intelligent application of modern systems of

farming and fruit growing. No better soils

are to be found anywhere in the world than

exist here and, under the climate of the

Philippines, perpetual growth may be main-

tained. By irrigation, and nearly all lands

are irrigable, with abundant water supply,

farming lands need never be idle, but one

crop may succeed another in rapid succes-

sion throughout the entire year.

The work of distributing garden and field

seeds by the Bureau of Agriculture is an

important one, and many thousand packages

of seeds of such plants have been sent out

during the present season. The United

States Department of Agriculture contrib-

uted to this bureau ten thousand packages

of seeds, containing fifty thousand packets,

and these are being placed where it is

thought they will do the most good. The
Civil Government, through this bureau, has

authorized the purchase of a large variety

of vegetable seeds, and these have been put

up and distributed with directions in Span-

ish and English as to how they should be

planted. Nearly all the varieties of Ameri-

can vegetables and field crops can be grown

in the islands, and I believe this liberal

distribution of these seeds will not only

serve an immediate useful purpose in fur-

nishing a supply of food, but will do much

towards developing a taste for this class of

American products.
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IS IMPERATIVELY
DEMANDED HERE

By James H. Shipley

AMERICAN
MACHINERY

BELIEVE American machin-

ery will help this country

wonderfully, and I am posi-

tive that it can be used to

great advantage
;

but it will

take some time to change the present

methods of farming among the natives, and

this will have to be done by example.

This machinery will have to be used on the

Government farms, and at first by Amer-

icans; and after the natives see the ad-

vantages to be gained they will take to it,

and not before. No amount of talking will

convince them that their method is a poor

one, but they must themselves see the work

done.

Under their system of cultivation (es-

pecially of rice), it would not be practical

to use American implements, because they

transplant their rice from seed beds and

wait until it begins to rain every day before

they prepare the land.

There are seasons in which the work

must be done, as well as in the States.

While we do not have winter and summer
here, we have the wet and dry seasons,

which amounts to practically the same thing

as far as agriculture is concerned. Just

at the end of the dry season, when the

showers begin, would be the time to prepare

the soil with American machinery and plant

the crops that like plenty of rain. At the

end of the rainy season would be a good

time to cultivate and plant the crops that

are suited to the dry season, such as

vegetables.

After as careful a study of the conditions

of this country as it was possible at the

time to make, the kinds of machinery and

tools selected were those that best suited

the conditions in the islands. As we could

not get all the information we wanted in

advance, we were compelled to select a

rather miscellaneous lot of machinery, and.

CHINESE POTTERS.
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TOBACCO WUllJiKKS.

knowing that this is a tropical country,

most of the machinery is light and can be

worked, in spite of the fact that the climate

is hot and the soil in an uncultivated state,

and has been so for a long time. Under

the circumstances the selection was a good

one, and most of it is just what we want,

and all can be used.

The following farming tools and machin-

ery we brought with us from the United

States: Hill and drill seeders; single-wheel

hoes
;

horse hoes and cultivators
;

grain

cradles, one-horse “Boss” plows; Syracuse

I. B. chilled plow; sulky plow; Henderson’s

steel plow; No. 20 Oliver chilled plow;

disk harrow
;
smoothing harrows

;
spring-

tooth harrow; Henderson's hay tedder;

sulky hay rake ;
wooden hand rake

;
steel

garden rakes
;
garden hoes ;

garden scythes 7

weed and bramble scythes
;

short-handled,

square-pointed shovels
;
long-handled round-

pointed shovels ;
wood axes

;
set of se-

lected tools, including saws, hammers,

screw drills, hatchets, chisels, planes,

wrenches, bolts, rivets, etc. ;
knapsack

sprayer
;
bucket pump with hose and nozzle

;

hay and straw cutter; hay forks, 3 tines;

hay forks, 4 tines
;
two-horse wagon, Stude-

baker No. 3; grindstone; garden reels;

corn knives
; hand pruners

;
notched shears ;

Oakville lopping shears
;

9^-inch steel

shears
; 8 r/2-inch steel shears

;
ax mattocks

;

potato hooks; Borden’s grass hooks; light

grubbing hoes; Warren hoes; serrated

grass hooks
;

farmer's riveter and rivets

;

5-inch steel trowels; 6-inch steel trowels;

9-inch English scuffle hoes ;
telegraph prun-

ers
;
two-horse Buckeye mower

;
one-horse

Buckeye mower
;

grass scythe snaths

;

bramble scythe snaths
;
for-runner rice drill

;

No. 1 Hercules hand press; No. 2 Hercules

hand press; No. 107 big bolt plows; No.

408 Rainbow plows
;
12-inch middle bruster

plow; IX Hindoostan plow; Pluto disk

plow; rotary harrow; Union drill No. 16;

delta cultivators; orchard harrows; Or-

leans cultivator; Cosmopolitan gang plow,

Georgia stocks, No. 2; Diamond tooth

cultivators, two-horse
;

Hall rotary disk

cultivator ;Louisiana cane knives; 2R brush

hooks; rice sickles, No. 2; Lyndon, La.,

neck hoes, No. 2; Bodley subsoil plows;

Hall clipper plow, No. 2L; steel rice

binder; No. 3 Engelberg rice huller and

polisher
;
Mason’s hand-power coffee pulper.

On a recent trip over the Manila and

Dagupan railway, I wqs greatly surprised

at the large fields, sometimes 500 acres or

more in a single level stretch, and I am
satisfied that American machinery can be

successfully used, and that its introduction

will be followed by a wonderful develop-
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ment of the country along this railroad.

There are level stretches of land 40 miles

on either side of the railroad reaching to

the foothills of the mountains.

The plows used by the natives are too

small to do good work. They cut a furrow

about four inches wide and three inches

deep. The result is that the furrow is

merely turned upon its edge and the grass

is left growing and takes the nourishment

from the crop. As the plow is the only

implement they have, it is used to cultivate

the crops, and, as a result, the cane and

corn are planted in rows about 18 inches

or two feet apart, so as to keep the grass

from growing, because, with these plows,

only a narrow space can be worked, the

method used being to throw a furrow to

each side of the row.

A cultivator would be of great advantage

in this case. With wider rows and better

cultivation, longer and better cane and corn

could be raised. The harrow used is made
of bamboo and is too light to do good work,

but an American harrow would be useless

unless the ground were properly plowed

first by an American plow.

The rice is first sown in a seed bed, and
is then transplanted by hand, one stalk at

a time. They say when the rice is sown
broadcast poorer returns are made at har-

vest. The reason is the ground is only

scratched, and if the seed were sown broad-

cast the grass would choke it out, and the

WATCHING THE .MAN WITH THE CAMERA.
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natives, to avoid this, wait until it is about

a foot high, then plow the ground and trans-

plant it, and in this way it is not choked

out by the grass. But on properly prepared

land seed could be sown broadcast or,

better, by drill, and would yield larger

crops than are obtained by transplanting.

The native method of reaping the rice

is to cut one stalk at a time. This is a

very tedious process, and as rice is har-

vested after the rainy season, when the

ground is dry and solid, there is no reason

why a reaper could not be used.

The same may be said of all the crops

grown here. Machinery could be used to

advantage. The first thing to do is to get

the land properly plowed and harrowed

with American machinery, and then agri-

culture will be very easy, and the wonderful

fertility of the soil will enable large crops

to be grown.

When I say agricultural machinery can

be used here, I make the statement after

careful study of conditions and personal

observations. While on this trip I went

into the fields and examined the plows and

the work. I also talked with intelligent

Filipinos who own farms, and they all say

that they know that almost all of the lighter

class of machinery that can be used in the

States can be used here, and are pleased

and much interested to learn of the intro-

duction of these things.
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BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

IN THE PHILIPPINE
ARCHIPELAGO

By Capt. F. E. Green, Pres. Chamber of Com.

N considering the development

of the Philippine Islands

prior to the American occupa-

pation, it must be remembered

that less than 25 per cent of

the area of the islands was directly under

Spanish rule. The most favorably disposed

and conveniently situated parts of the archi-

pelago were given agricultural attention,

while the other parts were allowed to lie

fallow, or were left with such cultivation as

the Filipinos cared to give them. As a rule,

the Spaniards did little to encourage the de-

velopment of the country’s resources—in

fact, they seem to have stultified rather than

fostered agricultural enterprise. This re-

sulted from (a) an unjust system of taxa-

tion; (b) insufficient protection to property

holders; (c) excessive support of the

Church. An illustration of this latter is

found in the fact that in many towns of a

population of several thousand, the value

of the church buildings exceeds that of the

total of all other buildings. As a result

of these conditions, the people have had

but little inducement to develop the country

or accumulate wealth. They preferred a

poverty which yielded nothing, to an in-

crement which would be consumed by

others. In consequence, real business op-

portunities were made available to only

Spanish and foreign houses, who advanced

money each year, wherever necessary, to

small farmers and planters, thus securing

the first lien on each year’s products. The

deadening results of such a system can

easily be imagined.

Under American rule, with more ade-

quate protection, just taxation, property

rights respected, importation of modern

farming implements and machinery and

with the introduction of experimental farms

and new methods, with education and im-

proved sanitation to avoid epidemic dis-

A FJLIPINO WEDDING.
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eases, and with general imports greater

than ever before, there should be develop-

ment and growth all over the country.

New conditions will create new demands;

with this will come higher aspirations
;
the

things which were formerly regarded as

luxuries will now be looked upon as neces-

sities. The result of all this should be an

unprecedented stimulation in every phase

of native life. Ambition will be aroused,

and every energy excited to healthful ac-

tivity.

One of the results of such a reformation

should be a general development of the

country’s wonderful resources. Of these,

but little is at present known. Few persons

realize that in these islands one acre of

ground can produce sufficient to support

a large family. Among the staple products

the principal are : hemp, sugar, tobacco,

timber, indigo and rubber. The supply of

these products can be increased almost with-

out limit. Among other products are : to-

bacco, cotton, and grains. Experiments

demonstrate that these two latter will flour-

ish in a manner which compares advantage-

ously with the most favored places of pro-

duction.

The archipelago is equally well favored

with minerals. The possibilities in this di-

rection are now only beginning to be known.

Coal, copper and gold have been worked in

many parts for centuries, but in such a

manner as to give only a hint of the great

wealth now lying latent.

Among our present needs stands first of

all, foreign labor. Native labor has proved

thoroughly inefficient and unreliable. The
necessity of labor other than Filipino is

universally recognized, and has commended
itself to the Filipino employer, who urges

it quite as strongly as Americans and

Europeans.

Another crying need is more capital. The
wonderful opportunities for investment are

altogether generally unrealized. Industries

now in their infancy have a future whose
horizon is unbounded.

Besides, this is a country, not only for

the capitalist, but for the man with only

reasonable means. A rich soil and a kindly

climate offer every inducement to the set-

tler. It is often remarked that the Philip-

pine climate is unhealthy, but with proper

care it is no more so than that of the United

States. The health of the soldiers in camps

where good sanitation prevails, compares

favorably with that among those at home.

A MORNING ABLUTION.

The Philippine archipelago is a land of

promise. In the East it is recognized as

the coming center of commercial activity.

Its wonderful fertility, combined with its

mineral resources, warrant the most san-

guine expectations and prophecy a mag-
nificent future. The best evidence of this

is the firm and unwavering faith of those

who are here, and have been here, and have

spied out the land. They have seen and

are satisfied.
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COASTWISE
TRADE

OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

By W. Morgan Shuster

GLANCE through a world

atlas will show why in the

Philippines the coastwise

trade is more important to the

country than anywhere else on

the globe. It will continue to be so until

the flying machine is practically established

as a means of transportation. Venice might

do without its gondolas, but the Philippines

without their coasters, never.

There are many elements which are

needed to foster the development of these

islands and place them in the foremost rank

as a prosperous, self-sustaining piece of ter-

ritory, but perhaps no two of the more

tangible ones are quite so vital to this suc-

cess as the growth and encouragement of

inter-island communication.

For the purpose of this traffic the archi-

pelago may be regarded as a little world

unto itself, and the islands, provinces and

pueblos as different nations of that world

competing for the supremacy of the seas.

Climatic conditions, terrain, density of

population, and many similar considerations

affect the relative prosperity of the different

islands, provinces or groups, but the pros-

perous island must have boats to dispose

of its prosperity, and the unproductive por-

tions must have boats to seek the com-
modities which they cannot produce.

Nearly every great nation in later cent-

uries has recognized the importance of re-

serving to its own people its coasting trade,

and the practice of excluding all foreign

vessels therefrom has been too long recog-

nized and accepted to cause any comment

or protest. The theory of such exclusion

has been to preserve the fruits of that

traffic within the country interested, and

to prevent the introduction of foreign in-

-UACAUEBE SCOUTS WHO CAPTURED AGCINALDO.
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fluences into so intimate a relation with

the country’s prosperity. The United States

has carried these principles as far, perhaps,

as any other nation in the world, and what-

ever may be said of her commercial in-

feriority on the high seas, in the success

and development of her coastwise trade

she reigns supreme.

The situation in the Philippines has been,

and will of necessity continue to be some-

what different. Before the principle of

protection can be successfully applied there

must be something to protect, and for many
years to come the task of any government

will be that of creating a local merchant

marine.

The call for inter-island transportation

has already passed the facilities, and it has

been necessary for the Insular Government

to temporarily throw this trade open to the

vessels of the world.

The possibilities of the Philippines as a

center of far higher civilization than has

yet been found in most Oriental countries

are unlimited, and as the population and

areas of cultivation increase, together with

the ever growing needs of a higher racial

and national development, so will the im-

perative demand go forth for the sinews

which are necessary to bring together the

more or less isolated communities in the

unity of commercial prosperity.

In the Philippines, as nowhere else, do

trees and fertile soil grow down to the

water’s edge, and if the native spends more
time on his watercraft than on his dwellings

or attire, it may be a humble hint to make
the palaces of our civilization in the Philip-

pines floating ones for many years to come.
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jlHE mining probabilities and

possibilities of the Philippine

Islands have been, since the

American occupation, subjects

of much varying talk, and the

writing of many articles which, based upon

mere speculation and without proper re-

liable information, gained by actual intel-

ligent investigations, have been the cause

of very conservative, if not doubtful, esti-

mates on the part of those who make

mining a business, and consequently the

withholding of capital always necessary in

the successful development of the dividend-

paying mines. Other causes have also

contributed to this result.

Inexperienced miners, prospectors, and

men with grubstake capital were led to be-

lieve from the many fairy stories told by the

natives in various parts of the islands that

large and profitable results were to be had

with little effort and the use of only a few

hundred dollars. This has not proven to

be correct, and some disappointment has

obtained. Again, up to August 14 last no

authority had been given by the Congress

of the United States for the location and

acquiring of titles to mining claims on the

public domain, which left those who de-

sired to legitimately explore and determine

the value of deposits, veins, ledges, and au-

riferous bearing gravels and sands, in a

haze of uncertainty, that upon business

principles compelled them to wait for some

definite legislation under which title could

be had.

Political conditions in the islands for the

past four years, coupled with the great

scarcity of suitable labor for intelligent ex-

ploration of mining ground, has contributed

in no small degree to the backward state of

present development and to the fact that no

mines are making valuable outputs. But

these circumstances, combined with many
lesser causes, do not in any sense legiti-

mately raise the fair presumption, much
less the proof that the islands do not con-

tain valuable deposits of the precious metals

and paying beds of auriferous gravels and

sands. On the contrary the fact is that

records of the Chinese show that Chinese

traders have been able to purchase gold

and copper from the natives of these isl-

ands for more than 300 years. The records

of output of precious metals for many years

kept by the mining bureau show a no incon-

siderable amount, while the results of such

surface investigations as American pros-

pectors and miners have recently made, ex-

tending almost from Aparri to Jolo, raise

the reasonable belief that with proper and

scientific deep explorations large and ex-

tensive bodies of valuable minerals will be

found.

Rich in Minerals.

The outcrops of mineral veins and leads

are numerous and extensive throughout the

whole archipelago, and carry various kinds

and classes of metals, including gold, silver,

copper, lead, cinnabar, iron, cobalt, nickel,

titanic and tungstate of iron, in bodies suffi-

ciently large that if they occurred in the

United States, Canada or Australia, mil-

lions of development capital would be all

too ready and anxious to explore them.

There is an idea among the inexperienced

that mining is nothing more than a gamble
or question of luck. Nothing is more er-

roneous. There is no line of business that

is more legitimate and requires a closer

application of business principles than that

of mining. No business requires a higher

degree of skill, good sound judgment and

practical experience in its successful prose-

cution. Mining is a business calling for

special training, just as certainly as techni-

cal knowledge is essential to the watch-

maker or shipbuilder. True there have been

many failures in mining ventures and the

same is true of all branches of commercial

lines, and there have been probably as high

an average of successes in mining enter-

prises as in most of the other great indus-
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tries. This has not been demonstrated as

yet in the Philippines, but it is true in all

mining countries and will prove true here.

Success will come when those interested

have to recognize the fact to be successful

in mining requires in those who have to

carry on the work a combination of mental

and physical qualities such as few other

callings demand
;
and are fortified with am-

ple means and suitable labor for exempli-

fying his or their good judgment and prac-

tical common sense.

In mercantile business failures often arise

from undue competition, depression in

trade, bad location, lack of business tact,

want of knowledge of trade, etc. In gold

mining, and the same is practically true of

copper products, we get rid of the element

of competition
;
and in gold mining, at least,

depression in trade does not affect other-

wise than as a stimulus
;
other causes oper-

ating in very much the same manner, both

in mining and trade. It is often said that

many attempts to mine in the Philippine

Islands have heretofore been made and

failure has been the result. This is true

and monuments to these ill-advised and

archaic “attempts” are to be found in the

various mineral bearing belts of the archi-

pelago. These “attempts” have proved

fruitless in many instances, for not applying

the ordinary business principles found nec-

essary in other successful business enter-

prises, and others from absolute want of

knowledge of the physical conditions of the

outcrop of deposits, or veins, and the requi-

site skill and experience to economically

explore and extract the ore bodies ;
and

the best methods to be used for separat-

ing and saving the values from the mineral

bearing rock; others for jumping at conclu-

sions and investing large sums of money in

the erection of reduction works and mills

and afterwards putting men to work seek-

ing ore upon which to run their expensive

plants
;

a fad for expending unnecessarily

considerable sums of money in the erection

of palatial buildings for the use of superin-

tendents and for the luxurious entertain-

ing of visiting directors and other high offi-

cials of the company who might desire to

go out to see their mills turn out bullion

from country rocks. And many for building

too great expectations upon small seams of

ore because they carried high-grade values,

and on attempting to supply a 5 or 10 stamp

mill, found the task an impossibility, rind-

ing, as a consequence, the mill had :o lie

idle two-thirds of the time, while interest

on the money invested did not stop to rest.

Superior to Transvaal.

No greater display can be shown of the

want of mining business sense than to con-

clude that a vein or deposit with only a

50 or 100 foot shaft, or a tunnel of same
length, is ready for a mill unless the out-

crop be so continuously in ore, as to render

practically exact calculations as to the ton-

nage in sight, and its value per ton a cer-

tainty. Besides these and many other

lesser reasons for failure of mining enter-

prises in the Philippine Islands may be

mentioned the rigorous conditions imposed

upon the industry by the Spanish law. Ex-

cuses were constantly being found to levy

fines and contributions and the carrying out

of imaginary requirements, sufficient in

themselves to have caused failures in a ma-
jority of cases.

The writer has visited very nearly every

known mineral bearing belt in the islands,

and from surface indications and such ex-

aminations as could be made, with the small

amount of development done, he is con-

vinced that the future mining outlook here

is an exceedingly bright one. The ores oc-

cur in good strong bodies, but usually of a

low grade character and the values easy of

extraction. From some 200 assays had from

different districts, it is reasonably sure that

the gold ores are much higher grade than

those of the Transvaal, Douglas Islands,

Alaska, and many of the large dividend

paying mines of the United States,

Inexhaustible Power.

With an inexhaustible source of water
power almost everywhere obtainable, for

the generation of electric power and the

operation of the various kinds of machinery
necessary to large mines, and with an abun-

dance of the finest grades of timber in the

known world, also the certainty of coal de-

posits of coking quality for furnaces, in the

southern group of islands, it is reasonable

to say that the mining of the ores and the

extraction of their values can be as cheaply

done here as in any of the other mining

countries.

What is most needed is capital and thor-

ough development. Skill, practical common
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sense and the necessary capital ought to

bring the output of precious metals in the

Philippines to a high standard within a

very few years. It is true that the mining

law for these islands passed by Congress is

not what it should be, but it has many re-

deeming features, and everyone should do

the best possible under its provisions. The
Philippine Commission can be trusted to

strongly point out what features of the law

are bad, and suggest such changes as may
seem best to the Congress of the United

States for proper action. The miners and

prospectors have labored against many dif-

ficulties and perplexing conditions, and by

patient endeavor for a while longer they

will unquestionably be rewarded.

Gold Values in the Philippines.

Probably in no other country does gold

occur in more different kinds of formation

and in more varied classes of combinations

with other minerals than in the Philippine

Islands. This is not meant to convey the

idea that richer and more extensive bodies

and grades are to be found here, but that

it is probably more largely distributed, for

the extent of the area embraced in the

archipelago than most any other known
section. No doubt its general occurrence

and distribution accounts in a measure for

the many stories and general impressions

relative to rich alluvial deposits occurring

in different localities of the islands.

Nearly all the rivers and water-courses

having their sources in or near the moun-
tains have brought down and deposited in

their sands and gravels, fine particles or

“colors,” of gold, and in some instances

small pieces of regular shape and form and

some of which approach nearly the size of

nuggets. However, no exceedingly rich

flows have as yet been developed and from
such development as has been so far done,

very few if any deposits have demonstrated

very great values or encouragement that

they will pay to work with the usual meth-

ods and most modern saving appliances.

But this does not prove either that there

are no paying grounds and sands in the

Philippines or that there are. The fact

that the natives have from remote time en-

gaged in washing out gold from the gravels

and beds of streams in many parts and in

the most primitive manner, and with the

most archaic implements, and have been

ever content to continue in the saving of

gold, although living in a country of great

soil production and with an almost inex-

haustible value of forests and useful woods

and timbers, makes it reasonable to presume

FILIPINO PRIESTS.
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that with modern methods of saving, and

with the energy and skill of experienced

American miners, deposits and beds carry-

ing the precious metals may yet be found

that will give large and profitable returns.

This general occurrence of gold through-

out the islands at once suggests to the

mind of the prospector the question, where

is the source of original occurrence, and

in what manner and character of formation

was it originally deposited? This is the

most important information for the pros-

pector and the miner. The presence of gold

surface of the ground would be gold bear-

ing in nominally equal amounts which is

not the case
;
and for the further reason

that gold subjected to such extreme heat

as found in volcanoes, would volatilize and

combine with various other elements and

be precipitated in entirely different forms

from that of free gold. The reasonable

conclusion is that somewhere higher up the

mountain range, and within the area of

surface drained by any given gold-bearing

river or stream there are veins or deposits

of gold bearing rock that from physical

MOUNTAIN TRIBES OF LUZON.

in beds of streams and gravel bars is good

evidence of veins, lodes or deposits that

originally contained the metal and by rea-

son of chemical changes disintegration and
erosion have given up the free gold for

distribution by the rains, floods and tor-

rents that are so frequent in this latitude.

The writer does not coincide with the

theory, sometimes advanced here, that the

fine particles of gold were at some remote

age thrown up through their craters of now
extinct volcanos, and in the same manner
as volcanic ashes scattered in all directions.

This theory cannot with any good reason

be maintained. If correct all parts of the

causes have been made to part with their

free values and the floods and waters have

been the agencies of forcing it down the

course of the stream and depositing it in

the alluvials of the same. Therefore the

thoughtful prospector follows the gold

bearing flow up-stream, and not down
stream in search of the source of the metal.

Nor does reason or experience direct him

to the crater of volcanoes in his search for

its origin.

In the Philippines no general rule can

apply as to the kinds of rock in which gold

occurs or the character of its embedment
from the fact that primary rocks are exten-
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sively covered by modern volcanic over-

flows, and such occurrences as have so far

shown are largely found in these volcanic

rocks. Most all the serpentines, as in the

Camarines, Masbate, and Mindanao carry

low grade value of gold in the oxidized

seams and small stringers of quartz and

calcites found in them. This is true also of

some of the metamorphic states as in sev-

eral of the districts of Northern Mindanao

on the Pacific side of the Province of Suri-

guo. But it is in the diorites, porphyries,

trachytes, and other modern igneous series

of rocks that gold most frequently occurs

in these islands, and in larger and better

defined veins and deposits, showing higher

grades of ores and with greater evidences

of continuity, whether as free gold or in

combination with other metals than in the

other classes of formations. The more

recent volcanic overflows are strongly im-

pregnated with iron in most all its various

forms, containing in many cases such a

high per cent as to render the body of the

country rock itself very much disintegrated

and chemically changed. The oxides and

sulphides in nearly all instances carry gold

in varying proportions and where they occur

in the intrusive porphyries, which are very

frequent, or in the quartz veins themselves

they usually carry a value that adds ma-

terially to the net average of the ore. In

districts where copper predominates gold

is in nearly every instance found in con-

siderable strength in combination with the

different classes of copper ores, and will,

when the copper ores are worked, play a

very important part as a by-product. This

is well illustrated in the Mancayan and

Suyoc districts of Lepanto Province, where

in nearly all copper ores running as much

as 9 per cent per ton fire tests show from

$4 to $8 per ton in gold. This is true also

of Zambales and the Camarines.

A feature of gold occurrences peculiar to

this region is the fact that running parallel

and often as spurs from the main veins

carrying the distinctly copper values, are

gold-bearing segregated veins and deposits,

many of which, though small and giving no

great assurances of continuity, are exceed-

ingly rich. However, there are deposits

occurring in the diorite and porphyry ag-

glomerates of sufficient extent and value

to insure profitable mining.

There is a large and well-defined mineral

belt extending from the central part of

Lepanto Province with a strike almost due
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north and south to the Province of Rizal.

Within the length of this belt are to be

found surface indications and outcroppings

of mineral-bearing rocks seldom met with

in any country. Included in these minerals

are copper, iron, cobalt, nickel and gold

bearing rock more or less the entire length.

In Benguet Province are found the larg-

est and more nearly free milling proposi-

tions than in Lepanto, but with less indica-

tions of large copper deposits. The section

near Baguio is exceedingly promising, as

the veins are large and the values mostly

free with every local necessity for economic

workinsr. The ores occur very much as at

Mancayan and Suyoc save the veins are

distinctly quartz and the values easier of

extraction. There are several propositions

in this district only waiting for capital and

intelligent development to make them large

producers and beyond question remuner-

ative.

At the extreme northern part of Luzon

there are two large beds, or more properly

agglomerate beds, that, when conditions are

better and the apayaos or head-hunters are

somewhat under control, can be milled and

made to produce large dividends. They

are low grade but would pay handsomely

if worked on a large scale. The natives

have for many years extracted gold from

these beds by crushing between two stones

and washing the gold out. Below these

beds along the river that flows across them

auriferous gravels and sands have also been

worked by the natives.

The gold found along the gravel beds and

sands of the Bagdag, Puray and Mariquina

rivers has undoubtedly come from the large

dykes which cut diagonally the mountains

near their sources. Some of these dykes

are exceedingly large and heavily impreg-

nated with iron pyrites, and oxidizing near

the surface, the sulphur has been driven

off and the gold freed from its combina-

tion.

Apparently these sources of gold values

have excited no interest under Spanish

rule, and as the ore is a good character for

the cyanide process, they are waiting only

for exploration and the necessary machinery

to put them on a paying basis. The quan-

tity of ore on them is very extensive and

with a small amount of development an

exceedingly large tonnage could be meas-

ured and exact value ascertained. In due

time I am satisfied that they will be suc-

cessfully and profitably worked. There are

many such as these and various other oc-

currences of gold in the archipelago, and

AT SEVENTY.
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the value and importance of the mineral

resources can reasonably be placed among
the greatest in the islands.

Rich Copper Ore Deposits.

While the world’s production of copper

has greatly increased in the past twenty

years, the demand has kept pace with the

increased output, and prices have been suffi-

ciently strong to insure large profits and

to make bearing veins and deposits very

desirable and much sought for by experi-

enced mining men. Probably the greatest

profits derived from single mines in the

world are from distinctly copper proposi-

tions carrying some gold and silver. This

fact, coupled with a constant growing de-

mand for the metal itself, brings the possi-

bilities and probabilities of copper produc-

tion in the Philippines prominently to the

front as to the future output of the mineral

belts of the Archipelago.

The proper investigation of the copper

bearing sections of the different islands can-

not fail to arouse a strong confidence in

the quantity and quality of the copper ores

of the various sections. The ores occur

almost entirely in the eruptive rocks and
conglomerate beds, indicating considerable

strength with almost all the claims of cop-

per ores known to be valuable for mining.

The principal forms found are native cop-

per, copper pyrites, bornite, gray copper,

black and red oxides, and malachite or

green carbonate of copper. The metal oc-

curs in the form of ores in various sections

of Luzon and in many of the southern

islands and in almost every instance carries

other values in combination and especially

gold. Northern Luzon, especially Lepanto,

Bontoc, Benguet, Ilocos Norte and Ilocos

Sur show many copper occurrences, the

most of which have sufficient gold in the

ores to practically pay for the extraction

and reduction.

The best developed district in the islands

is that of Mancayan and Suyoc in the

Province of Lepanto. The many veins and

deposits of this district are distinctly copper

bearing, with from $4 to $8 per ton value

in gold, and with from 4 to 12 ounces in

silver carried principally in sulphide ores.

These run through this district with a north

and south strike a large and well defined

ledge of lone quartz resting upon a diorite

foot with porphyry agglomerate as a hanger.

Possibly the porphyry is intrusive or occurs

as a gangue in the ledge filling, but whether

or not is of little importance for the pur-

pose of this article. This ledge is very

strong and outcrops for some six miles

in length, widening in places and narrow-

THE LATE AP. MABINI.
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ing in others, as often occurs in most all

big ledges and veins. Along this ledge

claims have been located for its entire out-

crops and some have been extensively

worked and have produced considerable

copper and much gold. However, the work

has been done in a manner that contributes

very little to the proper determination of

the extent of the ore bodies. Several

strong chutes outcrop along this ledge, car-

rying both high and low grade values, but

sufficient depth has not been as yet obtained

to properly ascertain the size, depth or rake

of the ore chutes, but from the strength

coming when the real and truthful prospects

of the districts become known to men who
make mining a business.

The adjoining province of Benguet also

has many promising outcrops of copper

along the main mineral belt that extends

from Lepanto to Rizal Province, as here-

tofore mentioned. The occurrences and

character of the ores are virtually the same

as in Lepanto, difference being mostly in

extent and size of outcroppings. The ores

here carry also a considerable gold value

and is of good character for successful

smelting. The completion of the Pozorubio

“chow” time.

shown by the ledge itself at the surface

and the character of the ores shown by

such development as done, make quantity

and quality for profitable mining almost a

certainty. The ores are ideal for smelting

with fluxes in abundance near at hand,

timber plentiful and water power of any

extent required. This district, although at

present somewhat inaccessible, will unques-

tionably in the near future become a large

producer of both gold and copper. Capital

for opening up the ore bodies and 3melters

for reducing the ores are only needed to

place the camp on a prosperous basis, and

both capital and machinery will be forth-

and Bagio wagon road and the building of

a railroad from some point on the Dagupan
railway through these mountain provinces

will solve the question of accessibility and

give a great impetus to mining in these

regions.

There is a promising copper-bearing field

in the province of Zambales, near Bambang,

showing great strength in surface indica-

tions with good character of ores. The
ores occur as in Lepanto in the eruptive

rocks which are highly mineralized. Some
of the values are found in the maises of

felsite porphyry which have been ground
into very fine particles, the copper evidently
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having been reposited from percolating

waters and hot gases carrying copper in

solution and precipitating the same when

meeting with reagents. This section is easy

of access and beyond question will soon

engage the attention of explorers. Copper

also occurs in both the north and south

ends of Zambales, largely distributed, but

showing less strength of bodies and much
lower grade than the middle section above

referred to. However, systematic develop-

ment may show larger bodies and higher

grades; at least, these sections will justify

intelligent exploration.

Outcroppings of copper are to be found

at intervals almost the entire length of the

“Corchinera Central,” many of which are

unexplored and are only waiting the dis-

appearance of ladrones, and the miner to

give up their wealth. Much confidence is

expressed in the copper measures of Taya-

bas and Ambos Camarines provinces. Very

little intelligent development has been done

in these regions heretofore for the reason

that gold mining there was much cheaper

and required much less capital to get profit-

able returns from near the surface.

A very peculiar occurrence of native

copper is found near the pueblo of Par&cale

in Camarines Norte. There is a bed of

sedimentary formation of considerable ex-

tent composed of particles of finely ground

diorite and talco schist, evidently having

come from the grinding of the two forma-

tions at point of contact. This sediment

contains small flakes and variegated sizes

of native copper very singularly distributed

through the mass of the body of the sedi-

ment. A shaft has been sunk in this bed

to a depth of fifty-five feet without reaching

the limit in depth of the deposit. Assays

taken from various samples show a value

of 16 per cent copper. The sediment is

soft and easily worked, no blasting being

necessary for its displacement. The small

depressions and creeks leading from or run-

ning over this bed all prospect copper,

but particles very light and fine, resembling

very much the gold occurrences of many
other localities in the islands. This • kind

of a copper deposit is peculiar and unusual

for the reason of its fine particles and there

occurring no other forms or combinations

of copper save as pure native metal. There

seems to be no sure conclusion as to how
this copper came to be deposited in this

unusual manner, but it could have occurred

by the diorite and talco schist, of which the

sediment is principally formed, having orig-

inally contained, as is frequently the case,

similar particles of iron, and becoming sat-

urated with hot water and gases carrying

copper in solution, the iron was combined

with the sulphur and native copper took

the place of the iron particles contained in

the sediment. The development of this

particular and peculiar copper deposit will

be watched with interest and if the deposit

is extensive it will prove very remunerative

as well as peculiar. Copper outcroppings

are reported near Cararmuncu further

south, but no definitive knowledge as to

extent or grade of ore is at hand. The
islands of Samar, Panay, Masbate, Cebu,

and Mindanao all contain veins and de-

posits of copper of greater or less extent

and value, many, however, promising future

profitable production.

With this extensive occurrence of out-

croppings of high grade copper ores asso-

ciated in most all instances with other val-

uable mineral certainly justifies reasonable

expectations for a large and profitable

future outcome to the mineral development

of the Philippine Islands. The mining in-

dustry and the thorough development of

the mineral resources of the Archipelago

make up questions of great import to the

Insular Government^ the people of all the

provinces and especially every business man
in the city of Manila. Therefore, every

business man in Manila should feel an in-

terest in the prospector and encourage in

every way possible the early development of

the mines which mean so much to the cap-

ital city.

Mining camps bring in their wake good

country roads, railroads, electric tram lines,

telegraph lines and furnish labor to many
laborers and mechanics. They bring higher

wages to the wage earner than other lines

of industry, create a demand for the pro-

ducts of the farmer and the stock raiser,

the foundry and the machine shop, and are

direct cause of the building up of taxable

property, and consequently greatly benefit

the general government. All machinery

and supplies must come through Manila,

and in Manila will be circulated 75 per

cent of the money put in circulation by the

miners.
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LAWS, COURTS f

AND CAPITAL I

HE foundation upon which all

capital seeks to build, is good

laws, and an assurance that

they will be respected and en-

forced. Touching this point

are the first inquiries which are made by

those who have money to invest. After

these questions have been satisfactorily

answered, capital will quickly seek employ-

ment, both to the advantage of its owner

and the country in which it is invested.

That capital “is timid” is a fact too well

established to need discussion. Stable laws

and honest and learned jurists upon the

bench are, therefore, the greatest guarantee

and safeguard moneyed men can desire.

Conservative business men are not look-

ing so much for large profits as they are

for sure investments. Here in the Philip-

pine Islands are great opportunities for

both. First, because of the richness of the

soil and the value of the products thereof

;

second, because a stable government and an

honest judiciary will protect investments.

While the native judges who are now

upon the bench have proven honest, efficient

and upon the whole, energetic and in every

way loyal to the government of occupation,

nevertheless the wisdom of filling most of

the positions with American judges is most

apparent.

This is putting it mild, when one con-

siders that a wealthy banking institution

will plead justification in “influencing the

courts with money” because it was neces-

sary to outbid its opponent, even though

it claimed to be every way in the right.

The many suggestions which have come

into law offices, since American occupancy

and the establishment of a judiciary, which,

I am proud to say, is above reproach, to

make presents of a valuable nature to the

judges, fiscals and opposing counsel, is

evidence beyond question that it was the

practice under former rule.

Former Must be Good Before

Latter Seeks Investment

By Attorney Eber C. Smith

It was also a custom to prolong litigation

so long as there was money in it for the

lawyers and judges. This was a great

drawback to the investment of capital, and

is no doubt the cause of the backwardness

of the country more than the indolence of

the people, as most writers and financiers

argue.

Under the new rule, lawsuits which have

been in the courts for years, and even

generations, have been litigated and ended

during the first year.

Districts in which there were more than

a thousand cases pending, the docket has

been cleaned up in a single year. This is

a great surprise, as well as a great source

of gratification to the inhabitants of these

islands, who have been forced into courts

with no immediate prospect of getting out.

Hence, capital will take greater chances in

investments, when it has to take none in

getting the worst of it in the courts.

The bar, taken upon the whole, is generally

what the bench requires of it, so we find

many lawyers in whom the general public

formerly had but little confidence, now
honorable and faithful practitioners.

The things which are the best are most

apt to be counterfeited. Therefore, the

professions which are the most honorable

and most lucrative will always be cursed

with those who wish to take advantage of

others. Consequently, there has been some

unprofessional conduct upon the part of a

few lawyers of Manila, but owing to the

watchfulness of the Civil Government and

its determination to have a clean adminis-

tration, this bad element, much to the gov-

ernment’s credit, is being weeded out. While

prosecutions and disbarment proceedings

are very much to be regretted, they will

establish confidence, and those who have

money to invest will hereafter feel safe in

intrusting their interests with those in the

profession who are above reproach.
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MINDANAO AND JOLO

HERE are more promising

opportunities for young men
of moderate means in Minda-

nao than in any other island

of the group. The reason for

this is due to the fact that the island is

without any population to speak of
;

it has

no ancient customs to live down
;
land is

cheap
;
and all business can be conducted

practically from the start along modern

American lines.

The Island of Mindanao in area is several

thousand square miles larger than the States

of Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachu-

setts, New Jersey and Delaware combined,

but in population it has only about five

people to the square mile.

This island offers opportunities to Amer-

icans which no other island offers. It is

there for them to make or to mar. It is

there awaiting the advent of the most mod-

ern methods known to the most modern

people in the world. Every effort will call

forth a rich reward, and if Mindanao does

not blossom like the rose before Luzon

realizes that she is a hundred years behind

the times, the Americans who go there will

have left their push and energy on the

other side of the Pacific.

Aside from this, the Government will

be in a position to give Americans of mod-

erate means who go to Mindanao more en-

couragement and material assistance than

they are able to do in Luzon. Here we

have a population so dense that in all fair-

ness and all justice the native people are

entitled to first consideration. In Mindanao,

on the other hand, there is but a very

small population to be considered.

There is practically 25,000,000 acres of

virgin forest and agricultural land in that

island as free as the air. Some of the

finest hemp in the islands is grown there

;

her hardwoods are the best
;
her cacao can-

not be equalled on earth
;
rubber is there in

abundance
; in fact, Mindanao is the richest

and most advantageously situated of any

island in the group.

The first modern plow which scours

there will be an American plow
;
the first

VALLEY OF THE RIO GRANDE, MINDANAO.
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modern saw mill to work up her 10,000,000

acres of forest will be an American saw

mill
;
while the trade and commerce of the

island will fall rapidly into the hands of

Americans.

With a liberal governmental policy and

free swing for hardy American pioneers,

Mindanao ought soon to be the paradise of

the Archipelago.

According to Father Pablo Pastilla the

population of Mindanao and the Jolo group

is divided into Christians, Infidels (pagans)

and Moros (Moors) coming generally from

the Malayan race, the Indonesian or Ne-

grita race, and of the intermarriage of

these races among themselves.

“They cultivate rice, hemp, sugar cane,

cocoa, coffee, tobacco, bananas, lumbias;

cocoanuts and other tree fruits
;
also tuher-

culos (some sort of ground fruit like the

potato) sweet potatoes, gabe and aroru (the

last two are not given in the dictionaries),

and these make their most important sup-

plies in time of famine. They extract al-

maciago and other resins known as piao and

guisog, make cocoanut oil of two classes,

namely, biao and Dalao, not however, on ac-

count of their ignorance of its use, extract-

ing the castor and cocanete oils. Wax and

honey are abundant. Out of the honey,

sugar cane, nipa, cocoa, rice and cabonegro

(black point, the name of a bulb somewhat

shaped like a pine-apple having a black tip,

it grows on a tree or plant very similar to

that of the banana or hemp plant) they

make their drinks, and of the last mentioned

(cabo negro) and camagon, their vinegar.

They also gather salt by rapidly evaporating

sea-water. As a general rule the men are

industrious and there are to be found

among them carpenters, blacksmiths, silver-

smiths, bricklayers, tailors and even gun-

smiths of fair ability.

“The women weave fabrics of pina, tin-

dog, hemp, cotton, and silk
;
they also sew

a border with the greatest delicacy and

good taste. During certain periods of the

year many natives or Indians that live along

the shore go fishing, giving special attention

to turtles, whether they have tortoise shell

or not.

“These people live in humble houses of

nipa-bamboo and some have even frame

houses. Such as are well-to-do furnish

their houses very gaudily. Their beasts of

burden are the carabao, ox and horse. Their
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implements for general work are confined

to the plow and bolo. Their domestic ani-

mals are the cat, dog, chicken and hog.

Their games are cock-fighting, card and

sipa, which is a game of ball played with

the feet, the ball itself being made of

bamboo strands and is false on the inside.

“They also divert themselves by dancing.

Their dances are the Moro-Moro and Tap-

siron. During their principal feasts they

decorate the exterior of their houses and

hold unpresuming little gatherings. They

are great lovers of noise, the bustle of the

crowd and fireworks. Their usual edge

weapons are the axe, sunden, ligado, cris,

campilan, tabes and the badi for the women.

Their point weapons are the spear that can

be four classes: puyus, budiac. linayas and

the pinuipui. Their arrows are of cane,

palmabrava (a palm tree of the Philippines

whose wood is extremely hard), iron and

steel
;

they furthermore have balaraos

or punales (daggers) whose handles and

scabbards they decorate with various silver

decorations made by themselves.

“Their boats are the vinta, baroto, banca,

bilus. vanca falus and lancan. In the fishing

they use the harpoon, arrow, bobo, net and

corral. They also use for the same purpose

the bark of a tree called tuble and the fruit

of the tuba-tuba and lagtang.

“Their commerce is confined to the most

necessary articles of food, drink, clothes

and working implements.

“The Infidels, numbering 300,000, more or

less, are divided into different nations or

families, but properly speaking form three

races: the Malayan, Indonesian and Negrita.

They are much crossed and intermarried

with superior races, as the Japanese, Chi-

nese and even, so some say, with the Euro-

pean races.

“The Mamanuas (Mau-banua: inhabitants

of the country) are without question the

aborigines of the country. They have a

dark, oily skin, hair like curly wool. They

go naked, live roving life, spend the night

wherever they happen to be, sheltering

themselves beneath an improvised abode

made of Palasan or any kind of tree

branch they can get. They live on the

fruits and roots they find in the woods, and

on the meat of deer, wild hogs, monkeys,

snakes and other reptiles. They have some

idea of a belief and also of the maxims of

natural law. They live on the little penin-

sula of Surigao and from there in the moun-

tains even as far as Tago. They are timid,

will steal when in want, and are lazy. Their

chiefs intermarry with the Manoba women.

These people, owing to their wild mode of

living, have become almost extinct. There

are four of their towns in the parish of Ma-
tinit and another in that of Gigaquit. This

tribe at present will not number over two

or three thousand.

“On the Augusan river between Butuan

and Cloagusan, live the Manobos or Manu-

A MORO RICE FIELD.
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A SUBURB OF ZAMBOANGA, P. I.

bas (Mau-suba: river dweller) as indicated

by their name ; there are some to be found

also at Point San Agustin, on the south of

Malalag Bay, and in the district of Cotta-

bato. The race is numerous, fierce, lazy,

easy to bring under submission but difficult

to keep under
;
besides they are very sus-

picious and attack their enemies when they

least expect it. They build their houses

along the rivers and frequently live up in

trees. Their religion is very much similar

to that of the Mandayas. They move every

year in search of new land on which to

grow their crops, being obliged to do this

on account of the abundance of weeds and

other wild plants that spring up within that

time. Not having implements to combat

these difficulties they acquire no fixed prop-

erty, nor do they know the attraction and

benefit of having such. When a person

dies in one of their houses, the house is

abandoned, and should the deceased be a

stranger, the owners of the house demand

of his relatives the price of the house thus

abandoned. Their government or system of

life is patriarchal, under the care and as-

sistance of their respective Cagani. The

Manobo presents two extreme types, the

one of good size, athletic
;

the other of

smaller stature. When these types inter-

marry the majority of their offspring form

a middle class type, and their character-

istics are more noticeable in the Manobos
of Davao than in those of the Agusan.

Their clothes, arms and adornments are

very similar to those of the Mandayas, with

the exception of their bead decorations, the

Manobos preferring the black bead to the

red. Amongst the Manobos they use what

is known as the tatuge, which is made with

a needle and pulverized charcoal. The

number of Manobos in the Agusan basin

will number about 20,000. How many there

are in the districts of Cottabato and Davao

is unknown.

“The Mandayas (Man-daya: people of

the Ilaya) is a tribe that occupy the country

from Tago to Amati and from Gandia to the

source of the Agusan, and furthermore in

the country below the Salug.

“The Manguangas (Man-gylaes: people

of the forest) live on the upper Salug; they

are warlike and are continually in trouble

with the Manobos and Mandayas of the

Agusan, the Moros of the Rio Hijo and

the Stas.

“The Montesos (buquid-non) of the sec-

ond district of Mindanao (Misamis) are

divided into two groups
;

those that live

near the Manobos of the Agusan between

Gingoog and Nasipit, and whose social and

religious customs are very similar to those

of the Manobos, and those that live in the
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valleys and mountains of the river Tago-

loan.

“The Atas (from itas, atas : those that

live in the uplands) are the natives that

live on the western foothills of Mt. Apo.

They are warlike and contend with the

Moro and Bagobo races. They occupy the

country northwest of Davao and some given

to wandering live on the frontier of the

territory occupied by the Bagobos, Cuiangas,

Mandayas and even to the country of the

Subanos and Mooteses in Cagayan and

Maguindanao. Their number cannot even

be estimated
; it can only be said that they

are very numerous.

“The Guiangas (guanga-ga-gulanga : peo-

ple that dwell in the forest) live scattered

along the rivers and in their settlements of

Dulian, Guimalan, Tamugan, Ceril and Biao,

near Davao. They number about 6,400.

Their dialect is totally different from that

of the other races. They display consider-

able intelligence, but are still very barbar-

ous and human sacrifice still is practiced

by them.

“The Bagobos inhabit the eastern foot-

hills of Mt. Apo. They are well formed,

and this is accounted for by the fact that

all deformed children are drowned. They

love work. They offer up human sacrifices

to appease Darago (Darago, dudugo, mi-

dugo, the spiller of blood) or Mandarangan.

They believe in two states of life : the

present and the hereafter. It will be diffi-

cult to bring them under submission, but

once subdued they will give no more trouble.

They are warlike and cruel
;
are good horse-

men and most intrepid fishermen. They are

given to gaudy colors and at times wear

skirts that cost them two or three slaves

each. They drink intu, which is the fer-

mented sap of the bamboo plant (cana)

and when they have visitors they offer it

to all present, commencing with the highest

in rank. The Bagobos number about 12.000.

“The Tagacaolos (taga-caolo : inhabitants

of the head or source of rivers) have as

many good points as the Bagobos without

possessing, however, their cruelty and su-

perstition. They are brave in war, especially

the widowers ; this is for the reason that

the widower who has a fair reputation as a

warrior may be allowed to contract a sec-

ond marriage. It seems that it is otherwise

looked upon unfavorably. The Tagacaolos

are of good physique and of somewhat a

lighter color than the other tribes, excepting

the Mandayas. They live in Haguimatau

Mountains on the peninsula of Cape San

Agustin, about 300 miles southeast of Zam-

MORO WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
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boanga. In Malalag, Maliba, Lais and the

other small towns there are at present a

total population of about 7,000, and on the

peninsula of Cape San Agustin there are

about 2,000. The tribe known as Loac are

a wild branch of the Tagacaolos who are

still more degraded in their mode of living

than the Mamanuas that live up in the

mountains of Maguimitau. They are known
also as the Baugal-baugal tribe and live in

the thickets and mountains about fifteen

miles distant from the Rio Grande towards

the South Coast. They are fierce savages

and even the Moros call them bad people

and do not wish to meddle with them.

Their number is unknown. They go ab-

solutely naked, except at times when they

cover themselves with leaves woven to-

gether. They eat the same food as do the

Mamanuas. They have no houses but live

in caves or tree trunks, as do the Mamanuas.
It is said that they poison their arrows with

curare—the name of a poison extracted

from some plants by the Indians of South
America.

“The Tedurays or Tirurayes live on the

slopes of the left side of the lower Pulangui

and number between 8,000 and 10,000. They
are amiable and friendly, but have been

much abused and oppressed by the Moros.

Taking into consideration their fear of the

Moros together with their wild manner of

living (largely due to the lack of carabaos

and implements of labor), it may be justly

concluded that to bring the people under

complete submission at the present time will

prove a difficult task. Their system of gov-

ernment is patriarchal and their chief is

called the Bandarra. They pay tribute to

the Moros as annual tax on the land they

cultivate. Their women adorn themselves

in a most extraordinary manner, wearing
thick brass rings on their arm's and legs

and wear ornaments in their ears more than

a centimeter in diameter. The men let their

hair grow long instead of keeping it cropped

closely as do the infidels of the other tribes,

MOIIO WOMAN.
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but instead of tieing it up as the others do

they leave it loose. Both in warfare and in

industrial pursuits their standing depends

on the influence they have with the Moros.

They wear belts interwoven with brass rings ;

these brass rings are about a decimeter in

diameter. Their religion consists of an ag-

gregate of superstitious ideas.

‘'The Tagabili or Taga-bulu, together with

the Bilanes, are the owners of Lake Bulu-an

and they live on its shores, are warlike and

bear much enmity towards the Moros, Tirur-

ayes and Manobos that live near them. The
Moros of Sarangani ally themselves with

They are in peaceful relations with the

Bilanes on Mindanao and also with the

Manobos of Cutaman.

“The Subanos (people of the river) are a

much degenerated tribe owing to the per-

secutions they have suffered at the hands

of the Moros, who collect from them enor-

mous tributes. They are industrious and

peaceful, knowing nothing of the art of

war
;
they are also superstitious and ignor-

ant. They occupy nearly all of the Sibugay

peninsula. Being thus neighbors of the

Moros of the Lanao and Illana Bay districts

they are frequently raided by them and

Mono CHIEFS.

the Bilanes of Bail’d and Tumanao for the

purpose of waging war on the Tagabilies.

“The Samales on the island of Samal

near Davao are mestizos of Moro and Man-

daya races. They number about 2,000.

“The Bilanes or Buluanes live in the im-

mediate neighborhood around Lake Buluan

and in the mountains near the Gulf of

Sarangani. Physically, they are, with the

exception of the Mamanuas, the most worn-

out and degraded tribe that can be found

on the island. They are of a retiring nature,

timid, docile, and amiable. On two of the

Sanrangany Islands, Balud and Tumanao,

there are to be found about 1,500 Bilanes.

those who are captured are taken back as

slaves and made till their captor’s ground.

"The Moros Lutangas are Calibuganes of

a timid pacific character. They live at Silan-

ga on the island of Olutanga and their prin-

cipal occupation is fishing. They have no

houses but live in their vintas, but taking

with them all their wretched belongings,

spend years without placing foot on land,

since even the fuel they secure from the

dead branches that drift around the shores.

They generally go naked.

"The Calibuganes, mestizos of the Moro
and Subano blood, are quiet people with

very little desire for warfare. Their re-
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ligion is the same as that of the Moros,

with, or accompanied by some of the Subano

superstitions. They are considered by the

Moros as a free people and all they (the

Moros) require of them is personal service

with their vintas. Even while thus serv-

ing they are maintained by their own re-

spective Dattos. They live in small settle-

ments along the coast of the Sibugay

peninsula and are considered a very popular

tribe.

“The Moros, in relation to the Christian

population of the Philippines, are what the

Gebuseos are for the people of God. Given

to piracy and capturing of slaves ever since

their installation in Jolo and Mindanao,

these pursuits have been for them the most

solid support of their formidable power.

“When the day comes, however, in which

the Missionaries have been able to plant the

Cross among their infidel neighbors, and the

arrogant and warlike Moro finds himself

lacking the slave that cultivates his land,

that dresses him, that builds his house and

that serves him as an ornament, as well as

an object of commerce
,

then will he find

himself obliged to change the campilan and

cris for the rake and the ploiv, and this will

be forced upon him by the peaceful sub-

mission of the man that must earn his bread

by the sweat of the brow.

“The worst Moros are to be found in Jolo

and in some of the settlements of the Sama-
Laut; also the Illanos that occupy Illano

Bay and from which they get their name.

These are to be found in small groups along

the coast of Sibugay
;

furthermore, the

Moros around Lake Lanao, those that live

in the basin of the Rio Grande. The
timidity of those in the gulf of Davao and

Mayo is due not so much to their isolation

as to their scarcity of numbers.”

Such nomadic tribes offer no resistance to

reclamation of and cultivation of the soil,

and never will. In fact, upon seeing a white

man, their primitive instincts are so strong

upon them that their first impulse is to climb

a tree. And, as a matter of fact, many of

them have no other fixed residence.

Now, if these people were so vast in

number that two hundred and fifty or more
were quartered upon every square mile of

territory, as is the case in many of the

northern islands, there would be the same

problem to contend with. However, it is

doubtful if more than five people could be

found to the square mile throughout

Mindanao and Jolo.

The islands of this group are covered

with the most magnificent forests to be

found in the world, while their hemp, cocao

and copra command the highest market

price. What is needed is capital to get out

forest products and to increase the output

of agricultural products.

That section certainly has the opportuni-

ties to offer. The next thing is to bring

opportunity and capital together.
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AGRICULTURE
SOME TROPICAL PROBLEMS

By Prof. W. S. Lyon, of Bureau of Agriculture

OWHERE else in the world as

in this Archipelago may be

found a civilization so old and

a population so dense that to-

day is so wholly and help-

lessly dependent upon its agriculture for

such measure of prosperity as it enjoys.

Its mines are unknown, its forests un-

exploited, its manufactures exist but in

name, and its commerce lives by sufferance

as an auxiliary to its agriculture and noth-

ing else.

What developments in these other great

avenues of human energy time may bring

forth, is a matter for optimistic speculation,

but the practical, the actual condition that

confronts us today is an agricultural one,

and in consequence all that affects its status

in any way affects more persons and more

purses than all and several (as lawyers

quaintly have it) the other industries and

occupations of these islands. The wisdom
of the civil government in according prompt

recognition to the far-reaching importance

of this industry by the creation of a bureau

for the advancement of agricultural inter-

ests cannot be gainsaid, and as soon as the

forcible truth is driven home and clinched

that all other interests here are at present

but tributary to this, the further and rapid

expansion of the bureau in the field of

governmental influence and usefulness be-

comes a foregone conclusion.

But there must be a beginning to all

things, and the Insular Bureau of Agri-

culture has begun in earnest to grapple

with some of the intricate problems of

tropical agriculture encountered in these

islands.

Were its field no broader than an oc-

casional dissertation “'On How Crops

Grow,” its immediate usefulness could all

be restricted to the school-room, but un-

fortunately the ramifications that are the

outgrowth of agricultural art involve eco-

nomic and even social questions whose

THE LATE PATJGLIMA HASSlVS BODY-GUARD WHILE ON A VISIT TO THE CITY OF JOLO.
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solution is complex, and involves excursions

into fields often far remote from the potato

or cocoanut in hand at the moment.

We may not dismiss with the two words

“defective cultivation” the whole rice-grow-

ing industry, when we find here vast regions

apparently unexcelled for rice production,

and that fail to supply within two million

dollars what we require for our own con-

sumption, and that the neighbors in Ton-

quin and Cochin China, from whom we
buy our deficit, not only feed their own
dense population, but have a surplus of six-

teen millions gold per annum for export.

Nor may we go down the whole coast of

Occidental Negros and see continuous miles

of sugar cane as would fill with admiration,

if not positive envy, the soul of a Japanese

or Hawaiian planter, and ascertain that

much of it will not be harvested on account

of low prices, and endeavor to dispose of

that question with the three words “defec-

tive milling operations.”

It is at this point that these same eco-

nomic and sociological questions arise, and

the question of foreign markets, tariffs,

differentials, carrying trades, together with

the character, quantity, quality and re-

muneration of the labor employed become

factors of equal importance with the cultural

methods employed and which are strictly

within the province of an agricultural ad-

ministration to investigate and, if possible,

solve.

These investigations, in whatever direc-

tion extended, if carried out to the fullest

extent, will ultimately touch the affected

nerve, and then it becomes the function of

this bureau to try to apply the remedy or

to lead up to means whereby a change for

the better may be effected.

After all, the radical trouble may lie in

defective or insufficient cultivation
;

then,

by illustration and practical field experi-

ments we will aim to obtain different re-

sults. It may be that the soils of a given

area are in general unfitted for the produc-

tion of a special product, and our end will

be to encourage that industry where the

proper soil conditions obtain.

It may be that the planter is handicapped

by operating with varieties that have long

been superseded by improved forms, and

it then becomes our function to assist him

through the channels at our command in

obtaining the kinds that will at least put

him on an even competitive footing with

the foreign grower of like products. Nor
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is this more than a skeleton—of the field

that this latter division takes into consider-

ation. It looks to the introduction of new

and varied products, to the definite de-

termination of their value from a commer-

cial viewpoint, and to discourage or promote

their cultivation as the result of its findings

may warrant. Its scope further compre-

hends the improvement by selection, by

breeding or by cultivation of the raw ma-

terial at hand in the Archipelago, to de-

velop strains of farm, garden or orchard

seeds that are adapted to this climate that

will render us finally independent of foreign

sources of supply, and, by due publicity,

let planters, farmers, seed dealers and

merchants know the most approved methods

whereby these seeds may best preserve

their vitality under existing climatic con-

ditions.

The “raw material" referred to above is

inexhaustible. The native fruits susceptible

of taking high rank are legion. The islands

abound in precious spices, dyes, fibers, tim-

bers and medicinal plants whose exploration

and development must ultimately come

within the jurisdiction of this bureau.

So intimately and intricately are the

phenomena of biology, meteorology, forestry,

chemistry and animal industry associated

with the art of agriculture that the con-

census of the best intelligence of our day

has gradually merged the administration of

these various interests under one agri-

cultural direction; and the wasteful dupli-

cation of scientific investigation along

similar lines that characterized the work of

independent bureaus a few years ago has

been nearly eliminated, and, with rare ex-

ceptions, has become a thing of the past.

Cacao Culture.

Cacao in cultivation exists nearly every-

where in the Archipelago. I have observed

it in several provinces of Luzon, in Min-

danao, Jolo, Basilan, Panay, and Negros,

and have well-verified assurances of its

presence in Cebu, Bohol, and Masbate, and

it is altogether reasonable to predicate its

existence upon all the larger islands any-

where under an elevation of 1,000 or pos-

sibly 1,200 meters.

There are places where the conditions are

so peculiar as to challenge especial inquiry.

We find on the peninsula of Zamboanga

a recorded annual mean rainfall of only

888 mm., and yet cacao (unirrigated) ex-

hibits exceptional thrift and vigor. It is

true that this rain is so evenly distributed

throughout the year that every drop becomes

available, yet the total rainfall is sufficient

to account for the very evident and abundant

atmospheric humidity indicated by the pros-

perous conditions of the cacao plantations.

MOROS ASSEMBLING TO RECEIVE ORDERS FROM THE GREAT WHITE CHIEF.
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The explanation of this phenomenon, as

made to me by the Rev. Father Algue, of

the Observatory of Manila, is to the effect

that strong equatorial ocean currents con-

stantly prevail against southern Mindanao,
and that their influence extend north nearly

to the tenth degree of latitude. These cur-

rents, carrying their moisture-laden atmos-

phere, would naturally affect the whole of

this narrow neck of land and influence as

well some of the western coast of Min-

danao, and probably place it upon the same
favored hygrometric plane as the eastern

coast, where the rainfall in some localities

amounts to four meters a year.

The conditions for living in the Philip-

pines offer peculiar, it may be said unex-

ampled, advantages to the planter of cacao.

The climate as a whole is remarkably

salubrious, and sites are to be found nearly
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everywhere for the estate buildings, suffi-

ciently elevated to obviate the necessity of

living near stagnant waters.

Malarial fevers are relatively few, pre-

daceous animals unknown, and insects and

reptiles prejudicial to human life or health

extraordinarily few in number. In contrast

to this we need only to call attention to the

entire Caribbean coast of South America,

where the climate and soil conditions are

such that the cacao comes to a superlative

degree of perfection, and yet the limits of

its further extension have probably been

reached by the insuperable barrier of a

climate so insalubrious that the Caucasian’s

life is one endless conflict with disease, and

when not engaged in active combat with

some form of malarial poisoning his ener-

gies are concentrated upon battle with the

various insect or animal pests that make
life a burden in such regions.

Addendum.

Estimates of expenses in establishing a

cacao farm in the Visayas and profits after

the fifth year. The size of the farm selected

is 16 hectares, the amount of land prescribed

by Congress of a single public land entry.

The cost of procuring such a tract of land

is as yet undetermined and cannot be reck-

oned in the following tables. The profits

of the crop are estimated at 18 cents per

kilo, which is the current price for the best

grades of cacao in the world’s markets.

THE FRUIT.

The yield per tree is given as 2 catties 1.5

kilos, a fair and conservative estimate for

a good tree, with little or no cultivation.

The prices of unskilled labor are 25 per

cent in advance of the farm hand in the

Visayan Islands. No provision is made for

management or supervision, as the owner

will, it is assumed, act as manager.

Charges to capital account are given for

the second, third and fourth year, but no

current expenses are given, for other crops

are to defray operating expenses until the

cacao trees begin to bear. No estimates

of residence is given. All accounts are in

United States currency:

EXPENDABLE THE FIRST YEAR.

Capital Account.

Clearing of average brush and
timber land, at $15 per

hectare $

Four carabaos, plows, harrows,

cultivators, carts, etc

Breaking and preparing land,

at $5 per hectare

Opening main drainage canals,

at $6 per hectare

Tool house and storeroom

Purchase and planting 10,000

abaca stools, at 2 cents each.

Seed purchase, rearing and

planting 12,000 cacao, at 3

cents each

Contingent and incidental

$2,000 00

340 00

550 00

80 00

200 00

200 00

200 00

360 00

170 00

THE FLOWER.
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SECOND YEAR. Expense Account.

Interest on investment $ 200 00

Depreciation on tools, buildings

and animals (20 per cent

of cost) 150 00

$350 00

THIRD YEAR.

Interest on investment ..$ 200 00

Depreciation as above 150 00

350 00

FOURTH YEAR.

Interest on investment $ 200 00

Depreciation as above 1 50 00

Building of drying house and

sural boxes, capacity 20,000

kilos 45 ° 00

800 co

Total capital invested $ 3 > 5 00 co

FIFTH \ EAR.

Income Account.

From 11,680 cacao trees, 300

grams cacao each, equals

3.500 kilos, at 48 cents $i,68o 00

Expense Account.

Fixed interest and depreciation

charges on investments of

$3,500.00 $ 35° 00

Taxes per cent on a one-

third valuation basis of $250

per hectare 60 00

Cultivating, pruning, etc., per

hectare 88 00

Fertilizing, $6 per hectare 96 00

Harvesting, curing, packing

3.500 kilos cacao at 10 cents

per kilo 35 ° 00

Contingent 86 00

1,030 00

Credit balance 650 co

SIXTH YEAR.

Income Account.

From 11,680 cacao trees, at 500

grams cacao each, equals

5,840 kilos, at 48 cents $2,803 20

Expense Account.

Fixed interest and depreciation

charges as above $ 35 ° 00

Taxes as above 60 00

Cultivating, etc., as above. ... 88 00

Fertilizing, at $8 per hectare. . 128 00

Harvesting, etc.. 5*840 kilos

cacao, at 10 cents per kilo... 584 00

Contingent 93 20

1,303 20

Credit balance D5°o 00

SEVENTH YEAR.

Income Account.

From 11,680 cacao trees, at 75 °

grams cacao each, equals

8,760 kilos, at 48 cents $ 4, 2°4 00

Fixed interest charges as

above $ 35° 00

Taxes as above 60 00

Cultivating, etc., as above 88 00

Fertilizing, at $10 per hectare. 160 00

Harvest, etc., of 8,760 kilos of

cacao, at 10 cents per kilo. . 875 00

Contingent 170.80
-—— $1,704 80

Credit balance 2,500 00

EIGHTH YEAR.

Income Account.

From 11,680 cacao trees, at 1

kilo cacao each, equals 11,680

kilos, at 48 cents $5,606 40

Expense Account.

Fixed interest charges as

above $ 35 ° 00

Taxes as above 60 00

Cultivating, etc., as above 88.00

Fertilizing, at $12.50 per

hectare 200 00

Harvest, etc., 11,680 kilos of

cacao, at 10 cents per kilo.. 1,168 00

Contingent 240 00

2,106 40

Credit balance 3 * 5 °° 00

NINTH YEAR.

Income Account.

From 11,680 trees, at 2 ‘cat-

ties” or 1.25 kilos cacao each,

equals 14,600 kilos, at 48

cents $7,008 00

Expense Account.

Fixed interest charges as

above $ 350 00

Taxes at 1 x/> per cent on a one-

third valuation of $500 per

hectare 120 00

Cultivation and pruning as

above 88.00

Fertilizing, at $15 per hectare. 240 00

Harvesting, etc., of 14,600

kilos of cacao, at 10 cents

per kilo 1,460 00

-Contingent 250 00

2,508 00

Credit balance $4 » 500 co

In the tenth year there should be no

increase in taxes or fertilizers, and a slight

increase in yield, sufficient to bring the net

profits of the estate to the approximate

amount of $5,000. This 'would amount to

a dividend of rather more than $312 per

hectare, or its equivalent of about $126 per

acre.
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GENERAL AGUINALDO.

These tables further show original cap-

italization cost of nearly $90 per acre, and

from the ninth year annual operating ex-

penses are based upon a systematic and

scientific management of the estate; while

the returns or income are based upon rev-

enue from trees that are at the disadvantage

of being without culture of any kind, and,

while I am of the opinion that the original

cost per acre of the plantation, nor its

current operating expenses may be reduced

below the figures given, I feel that there

is a reasonable certainty that the crop pro-

duct may be materially increased beyond

the limit of two “catties.”

In Camerouns, Dr. Preuss, a close and

well-trained observer, gives the mean annual

yield of trees of full-bearing age at 4.4

pounds.

Mr. Rousselot places the yield on the

French Congo at the same figure. In the

Caroline Islands it reaches 5 pounds and

in Surinam, according to M. Nichols, the

average at maturity is 6p2 pounds. In Min-

danao, I have been told but do not vouch

for the report, of more than ten “catties”

taken in one year from a single tree, and,

as there are well-authenticated instances

on record, of single trees having yielded

as much as 30 pounds, I am not prepared

to altogether discredit the Mindanao story.

The difference, however, between good

returns and enormous profits arising from

cacao growing in the Philippines will be de-

termined by the amount of knowledge, ex-

perience and energy that the planter is

capable of bringing to bear upon the culture

in question.

A FLOWER VENDOR.
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RULES FOR
EXPORTERS

MORE CARE
SHOULD BE OBSERVED

By Frank L. Strong

T is only within recent years

that the United States has

become a leading export na-

tion, and while a small por-

tion of its manufacturers have

had experience to conduct foreign business

successfully, many others seriously cripple

their own business through ignorance or

neglect. To the latter class a word of

advice regarding exporting to the Philip-

pines will be timely.

Correspondence.—The reply to a letter

sent from New York to Manila will seldom

be received by the writer in less than ten

weeks. By rare good fortune the time has

occasionally been reduced to two months.

If letters are sent to other parts of the

Archipelago the time will be considerably

extended.

For the above reason the greatest care

becomes necessary in conducting corre-

spondence ;
every essential detail should be

clearly and fully covered, and all ambiguity

avoided. This would seem to be so patent

that attention need not be directed to the

matter, but the receipt of many letters re-

quiring explanations is sufficient excuse for

urging greater care.

Catalogues.—The example of our best

export houses should be followed in print-

ing editions in Spanish. The firm’s code

address should always be given, and the

titles of the code-books used. Where the

nature of the business will admit, code

words should be affixed to every article

shown. Cable rates at present from Manila

to New York are $1.70 gold per word, the

address and signature also being paid for

at the same rate. Business men here pay

large amounts annually for cablegrams,

which could have been greatly reduced had

catalogues been properly coded.

The catalogues of American houses are

the most artistic and complete of any in

the world, but a common fault is the ab-

sence of prices. By far too many manu-

facturers seem to have a horror of telling

what they are willing to sell their goods

for. The importer is supposed to be fur-

nished with price-lists and discount-sheets,

and he perfectly agrees with the manu-
facturer that such sheets should not be in-

cluded in the catalogue. At the same time

the customer remote from sources of in-

formation should be provided with the

ordinary retail price, as otherwise the cata-

logue becomes merely a worthless picture-

book.

The distant importer finds nothing more
aggravating in the confidential discount

sheet furnished him than the frequent phrase,

“prices furnished upon application.” It is

fully recognized that market fluctuations

prevent firm prices from being named, but

time will not admit of correspondence, and
the amount at issue is frequently too small

to warrant the expense of a cablegram. The
consequence is, that the sale is lost to the

manufacturer and goes to a rival who un-

derstands conditions better. The confi-

dential discount-sheet should have all such

items priced as obtaining at the date the

sheet was issued but subject to immediate
change. The importer may be trusted to

keep the general trend of the market from
his home trade journals, and having a base

upon which to make his estimate, will not

go far wrong.

It is well understood that prices cannot

be quoted on lines of complicated machin-
ery requiring specifications to enable the

manufacturer to quote understanding^, but

in most cases some idea can be given in

catalogues and discount-sheets to enable

the importer to advise a prospective cus-

tomer of an approximate cost of what he

is seeking. It is surprising how many cata-

logues furnish absolutely no clue in this

direction.

Another serious lack in catalogues is the

absence of shipping weights and measures.

While this cannot always be done, it can

be in many more cases than at present
; in
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fact, most manufacturers absolutely ignore

this most essential point. -

A ship’s ton is 2,240 pounds, or 40 cubic

feet, at the option of the ship’s representa-

tive, this option being exercised in the di-

rection which will bring the largest revenue.

One is surprised, for example, to learn that

so heavy an article as a safe is rated at

cubic measurement, costing the importer

more for freight than if rated by weight.

Still, I do not know of a safe manufacturer

who gives anything but weights in his cata-

logues. What shall we say of manufacturers

of gas fixtures, wooden ware, tin and gal-

vanized iron ware, and the thousands of

other articles in which the freight some-

times forms a large proportion of the cost

of the goods, who are silent as to the

cubic packed measurements of their goods

in dozen or gross lots ?

The manufacturer who is earnestly seek-

ing the best way to arrange his catalogue

to further his export trade has many pre-

cedents to guide him, prepared by experi-

enced firms, which are most admirably

adapted to the purpose, and the importer

finds no difficulties in his path in dealing

with such houses. It is unnecessary to add

that the additional orders received by those

houses issuing such carefully prepared cata-

logues will more than repay them for the

expense and care involved in their prepara-

tion.

Packing.-—Manufacturers should realize

that their reputation in foreign markets

depends upon their packing as well as their

goods. Many a house would be surprised

to find itself on the importer’s black-list

for wretched packing. It is easy enough to

get a “clean bill of lading’’ with goods

packed in the most flimsy manner, but if

persisted in, the shipper will find a loss of

prestige not easy to regain. The few dollars

saved at the home end may mean many
hundreds of dollars’ loss to the importer in

breakage, and he will not long continue to

order from those persisting in this niggardly

policy.

Extraordinary care is needed in packing

goods for Manila delivery. The harbor is

approximately thirty miles in diameter, and

until the improvements are completed, which

are now in progress, the port is wholly un-

protected. At times storms prevail of such

severity that no lightering can be done, and

at other times it is done under the most

difficult conditions. A recently acquired

line of large steel lighters has greatly

lessened the evil so far as their work is

concerned, but the small native casco is

generally used. The packing, which is se-

cure enough for loading from the dock to

the ship at the wharf in New York, may
be wholly unsuited to be handled from the

ship’s side two miles out in the harbor to

a small casco bobbing like a cork in a heavy

sea-way, and manned by native coolies. In

times not far distant we will bring vessels

to the dock in a quiet and protected artificial

harbor, but until then manufacturers should

exercise the utmost caution in packing and

package material. Importers will be glad

to pay any reasonable added charges for

so doing.

Shipping Papers.—Unless the manu-

facturer is doing sufficient export business

to the Orient to have his own trained ex-

pert in New York or San Francisco, he

should select as his forwarding agent a

house of wide experience.

The Manila Custom House officials are

governed by fixed, specific rules, framed

by legal enactment. These officials have

no option but to follow those rules, and

it behooves exporters to advise themselves

of these requirements and move in harmony

with them. An endless amount of trouble

for the officials and the importer would

thus be saved. Get a copy of our customs

laws, and carefully study the classifications

under which your special lines come, and

make your papers accordingly. For ex-

ample, wrought iron, cast iron, steel, brass,

etc., come under different classifications,

and as the duties are at times based on

values, the price of each of such items

should be separately given. If you send a

machine composed of all the above, and

other items, you cannot hope to make this

separation ; let the customs officials grapple

with the problem, for no one but Divinity

and they can solve it.

One of the most vexatious little things

that houses who should know' better con-

stantly sin in is putting little samples of

goods in shipments. Because he makes no

charge for them the manufacturer thinks

there is no need of billing them and

makes no mention of them in his ship-

ping papers. He forgets that such arti-

cles are as much subject to duty as if they

w'ere not gifts, even if the duty is trivial.
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Were he at this end and forced to join

with the importer in facirjg the unpleasant

charge of smuggling, ending in the payment

of a fine of perhaps many times the value

of the unrecorded articles, he would know

better next time.

Send all the samples you wish, but bill

them just as all other goods, marking the

invoice, “Samples; no charge,” and there

will be no trouble. Bear in mind that it

is always best to “tote fair” with the Cus-

tom House, as the gentlemanly officials have

the means to make you do so, whether

or no.

Marks on Packages.—Mark every pack-

age distinctly, with the full name of the

consignee and his private mark, as he di-

rects. Always mark the package with the

net and gross weights and tare, both in

pounds and kilos, a kilo being approxi-

mately 2 2-10 pounds. Also, do not fail

to put the cubic measurements on each

package.

Invoices.—American exporters are in-

excusably ignorant as to the specific pro-

visions of the Customs rules. Too much
stress cannot be laid upon the importance

of properly prepared invoices, as evidenced

by the fact that but four per cent of all

invoices received from the United States

coming to the Manila Customs House are

in the form prescribed by law. ^To the

discredit of our home shippers be it said

that of the very large shipments constantly

coming in here from countries all over

Europe 90 per cent of invoices conform

exactly to the requirements.

That the readers of this article in the

United States may clearly understand what

is required, instructions are given as fol-

lows :

1. Each package must be specified in

the invoice by marks and numbers.

2. The contents of each package must

be specified in detail, and the selling price

in the United States carried out opposite

each class of items.

3. As the contents of a single package

frequently come under different classifica-

tions, the weights of goods coming under

a given classification must be shown in the

invoice. Most shippers content themselves

with giving the weight of the package as

a whole, which is inadequate. To expect

overworked inspectors to have hundreds

of packages opened, and sort the contents

into their respective classes for weighing

and appraising, is ridiculous. That work

should have been done at the time of

packing, and classified weights shown in the

invoice.

4. In giving the weights as above stated,

include the boxes or papers in which the

goods are packed, remembering that such

interior packing is weighed with the goods

they enclose at the Custom House, and the

same duty placed on them as on the con-

tents.

5. The exterior box, barrel or crate

comes under its own specific classification,

and for this reason the net tare and gross

weights of the package as a whole must

be shown in the invoice as well as marked

on the outside of the package. In other

words, the billing in the hands of the office

force at the Custom House must tell the

whole story, without the necessity of seek-

ing the package itself among the thousands

in the warehouses, in order to fill out the

official blanks and specify the duties.

Bills of Lading.—If drafts are made
through the bank not payable at sight, send

an extra, non-negotiable bill of lading by

first mail after shipping to the importer,

that he may have all the details of foreign

charges before the vessel arrives.

Insurance.

—

Insure shipments with only

those companies who have representatives

here authorized to settle losses. There is

a choice of several good companies now,

and there is no longer an excuse for the

tiresome delays and annoyances to the im-

porter in having his claim adjusted ten

thousand miles away.

The points touched upon in this article

are not fanciful, but based upon several

years’ experience in importing large, lines

of goods from many leading manufacturers.

Nothing is asked but what is easy for the

manufacturer to comply with, but which

the writer regrets to say is too often over-

looked. Aside from the field now fairly

opened in the limitless East to the Amer-

ican manufacturers’ goods, which easily

sweep all others before them, the Philip-

pines alone, our own special field, offer

trade inducements impossible to convey to

those not on the ground. Wise houses are

alive to the future of the Philippines, as

witnessed by their travelers’ and even prin-

cipals’ frequent visits, the establishment of

agencies and even branch houses here.
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MANILA'S WALLS
ANCIENT AND GREY

HEN the tidings came that the

President had decided to over-

rule the burning desires of the

romantic and artistic folk, and

to applaud the vandals who
would raze the walls of Manila, there was

an outburst of sentiment against the pro-

posed destruction. Not a few saw in the

demolition of the giant breastworks the

consummation of folly, and in support of

their contentions they cited the ‘‘possibili-

ties” of the future. Some waxed prophetic,

descrying in the vista unmistakable times

;

others referred confidentially to certain

climaxes in history in an effort to demon-
strate the significance of security. Others

still declared that if we intend to apply

ourselves to the development of the islands,

we are going about it in a very feeble

manner in obliterating the most picturesque

landmark of which the archipelago can

boast. And so on down the line the theo-

retical has attempted to displace the prac-

tical.

Historic Worth and Necessity.

Allowing what you may for the historic

worth of the staid old walls, the theory of

guarding indefinitely ancient memories at

the sacrifice of sanitation and necessity is

untenable, and if the opponents of the im-

provement of the city were obliged to spread

their tents on the summit of a marsh round

which the gleeful crabs were cavorting in

utter abandon, invigorated by the aromatic

mists that rise regularly from the caverns

dug by the hoofs of browsing carabao,

the ancient traditions to which they so

tenaciously cling might be replaced by the

dictates of exigency and sense.

Two years have passed since agitation

was begun, and genuine sentiment has been

overwhelmed by necessity, and the moss-

grown embrasures which long ago guarded

the city from attack are being slowly but

surely torn asunder.

Dewey’s Matinee.

When the American fleet under Dewey
was playfully cruising about the borders of

the bay, quaint notions as to the invulner-

ability of the capital were persistently aired.

Sedate old sailors who had yet to learn the

significance of fear directed their glasses

against the substantial outlines of the mas-

sive walls. The prospect was uninviting.

From every nook and corner bobbed a black

barrel. Whether it secreted a deadly shell

they did not know
;
but they decided to be

cautious.

At last the moment for action came. An-
ticipation, ambition and hope filled every

breast. Hearts throbbed electrically. None
knew what the next moment had in store.

The signal was given to advance, and
save for the ludicrous demonstrations of a

handful of gunners, the "impregnable” fort-

resses manifested no sign of resistance.

From every corner the fiery missiles poured
forth, only to fall harmlessly in the azure

waters. The “impregnable” city proved to

be a counterfeit. Its power of resistance

was nil when arrayed against the death-

dealing weapons of the American fleet.

Complaints are Loud.

Later, when the authorities would tear

down the walls, from distant climes arose

cheerful spirits whose zeal to perpetuate the

beautiful and historical induced them to

petition the President to impede the work
of removing the gigantic structures.

From some remote hamlet in the far

southwest bobbed up a spectacled maiden
whose name harmonized felicitously with

her designs. Miss Slaughter, it appears,

had chanced to favor the denizens of this

drowsy town with her presence for almost

two days while she was making a flying

tour of the Orient. The wonders and

glories of Manila had been sung into her

ears near and afar, and with a laudable am-
bition to examine for herself the republic’s
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priceless colonial possession, the cheerful

maiden planted her dainty foot on the

marshy sod. Excitedly she rushed to the

walls, and the ecstasy of those moments no

poet can ever sing. The moss-grown pin-

nacle of the towering arch touched every

fibre of her nature; the crumbling gates

strewn with the detached ears of a war-god

enlivened her spirits, and the confusing

hieroglyphics that shone enigmatically from

the cracked slabs recalled some mysterious

and intangible sentiments. With anger radi-

ating from every angle of her public-spirited

frame, Miss Slaughter rushed to the deck

of her steamer. Post-haste she was whirled

Raising the Gates.

Under the Spanish regime and until 1852

the drawbridges were raised and the in-

ternal city was closed at eleven o’clock each

night. Sentinels guarded each passage until

four o'clock in the morning. The danger

of this restriction was exemplified in that

year when, in consequence of a terrific

earthquake, many lives were lost by contact

with falling buildings, and it was deter-

mined that the gates should remain open at

all times to avert additional catastrophes.

The records are rather confusing on cer-

tain pertinent points regarding the first steps

toward the construction of the defenses, but

FORMIDABLE LOOKING, BUT NOT DANGEROUS.

across the continent to the home of our

genial President, and related to him her

tale of woe. Inquiries were speedily wired

to the governor and indescribable excite-

ment prevailed. Father Wolfe’s sons were

industriously plying the crowbar and the

pick, and one by one the heavy blocks were

loosened and carried away. For a time un-

certainty pervaded the undertaking, but

despite the repeated wails of the romantic,

the doom of the fortress will be realized.

Before actual demolition was commenced

the encircling lines measured approximately

two and one-quarter miles. There are six

gates, namely, Almacenes, Santo Domingo,

Isabella II, Parian, Real and Santa Lucia.

a brief recital of the exploration of the

islands may shed some light on the subject.

Early Conquest.

Late in the sixteenth century, probably

in the year 1570, Juan Salecedo, a grandson

of the noted conqueror Legaspi, was sent

to Luzon to explore the country and place

it under Spanish dominion. No difficulty

was encountered in settling at various

points on the mainland, the inhabitants

offering no protest or resistance.

The conqueror hastened to Manila upon

receiving the intelligence of the successful

invasion, and proclaimed the sovereignty of

the King of Spain over the archipelago.
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He at once ordered the construction of re-

doubts for the use of the artillery, and set

about to secure commodious residences for

himself and his henchmen.

Lumber was first used in erecting the

defenses, which were fashioned after the

manner of the western stockades, or more
accurately, much like the Moro cottas or

forts.

In those days the inhabitants frowned

upon work and force was frequently re-

sorted to to secure the most trifling service.

It was only when starvation was staring

the lazy denizens in the face that they would

condescend to perform the smallest portion

of labor, and it devolved upon the Castilians

to put their own shoulders to the wheel.

Their labors were significantly slow, and

as they limited the hours of toil, progress

was necessarily slow.

Chinese Invasion.

The dragon empire in 1574 looked with

selfish gaze upon the fertile islands, and

after considerable internal dissension a fleet

of war junks was fitted out. Simultaneously,

4,000 soldiers and sailors under the noted

celestial Lihai Hong attempted to conquer

the country and organize a kingdom. The

Chinese besieged the strongholds stubbornly

resisted by the Castilians, and sustained

substantial losses. They retreated, but later

resumed the attack, and, setting fire to the

buildings within reach, the residence section

was reduced to ashes. A terrific hand-to-

hand struggle ensued, each side fighting

with admirable heroism and valor. The red

and yellow of Spain finally conquered, the

Chinese leader, crowned with glory for ex-

ceptional gallantry, falling at the front.

Several of the war vessels were pursued

by a force under Legaspi and captured.

The cupidity with which several nations

viewed the Philippines induced King Philip

to promulgate a royal decree to protect the

capital from hostile forces and internal up-

risings. Hence, Fort Santiago was strength-

ened, and efforts were made to hasten the

repair and extension of the defenses.

Construction is Slow.

Gomez P. Dasmarinas succeeded Santiago

de Verna as governor of the islands, and

construction was continued slowly and de-

liberately. No uniform plan was adopted

on account of frequent internal disturbances,

but the authorities stuck to their task with

indomitable energy, and the walls were

gradually reared.

IN THE BOTANICAL GAltUEN, MANILA.
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In 1603 Chinese ambassadors came to

Manila from their emperor. Rumors of a

contemplated Chinese invasion were rife,

and the natives threatened to exterminate

the resident Chinese, of whom there were

many, and the accusation was made openly

that they were secreting arms and muni-

tions of war for the use of their country-

men when the latter should decide to make

a move against the country. A fierce strug-

gle ensued, aggravated by the accusations

of the natives, and over 20,000 Chinese were

wantonly slaughtered. Governor Dasmar-

1721. Pagan made the first flank per-

pendicular to the defense—the line joining

the . curtain angle of the one bastion with

the salient of the next—in order to as much
as possible cover the face of the opposite

bastion. Vauban in 1633 followed up the

principles suggested by Pagan and employed

them extensively with consummate skill and

judgment. An example of this first method

appears upon the wall standing today the

same as the time when it was built.

In 1715 Pose Torralba erected another

flanking element close to the Almances gate

MANILA’S WALLS, ANCIENT AND GREY.

inas was killed after valiantly leading his

forces through the town.

An engineer of Henry of Navarre, Er-

rard de Bar-de-Luc, is associated with the

construction of Fort Diego, it being alleged

that the plans, adopted were imitations of

those used by him.

Previous to 1645, when Count de Pagan

of France published his treatise, which con-

tained the development of a system that

would in a short time entirely supersede

those of his predecessors, all bastion flanks

were placed perpendicular to the faces of

the bastions themselves, or the curtain wall.

This last condition is known in all the

works on the Manila enceinte built before

on the Pasig river side. This flank fell

about 1796 to make way for the new front

of that date ; and the Almances gate and

the curtain wall on Calle de la Maestranza

have been lately demolished to make room
for egress to the storehouses and wharves

on the river.

In 1729 Governor-General Fernando Val-

edes y Tamon restored the walls, which

were afterward heightened by Juan Ar-

recheders in 1745. The inscription over the

portal inside Fort Santiago clearly proves

that Valedes y Tamon . had made certain

additions to this fort and the walls in gen-

eral during the restoration. It is certain

that Fort Santiago and the walls on the
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west remain very much as Tamon and

Arrecheders left them.

La Real Fuerza Santiago (the royal

stronghold of Santiago), as Dasmarinas

left it, consisted of a castellated structure

without towers, trapezodial in trace, its

straight, gray front projecting into the

river mouth. Arches supported an open

gun platform above, called Battery Santa

Barbara, the patron saint of all good ar-

tillerists. These arches formed casemates

which afforded a lower tier of fire through

embrasures. Curtain walls of simplest

character without counter forts or interior

buttresses, extended the flanks to a fourth

front facing the city.

Tamon seems to have added at a lower

level a large semi-circular platform to the

front, and another gun platform of lesser

dimensions to the river flank. The case-

ments were then filled in and the em-

brasures enclosed. He also changed the

curtain facing cityward to a bastion front

on a system prior to that of Vauban. A
lower parapet bordering the interior moat
connects the bastion salients.

Leaving this plaza whose ramparts have

been changed since 1739 to form a sort of

extension to Fort Santiago, we come upon

a line of wall facing the bay. Neither the

rampart moat nor covered way existed in

1739. but the curtain wall remains es-

sentially the same. The masonry simply

forms a retaining wall for a terrace of earth

in rear of a rampart without other parapet

than a breastwork wall. The same general

construction continues, with certain ex-

ceptions, throughout its length from Calle

Aduana to San Diego bastion. Four small

bastions of ancient work, evidently added

to the original wall, still exist on this

front. Of these two have the northern

flank, and one, near Santiago, the southern

flank half again as long as the other, thus

producing a curtain line on cremaillere.

That these bastions were not a part of

this particular wall as at first built can

hardly be doubted. They differ in con-

struction and it is certain that the old

north front possessed no bastion prior to

the one erected by Torralba in 1715. The
same conditions unquestionably obtained on

LEGASPI MONUMENT, MANILA.
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the western side where the indentations, en

cremaillere, afforded the only flank defense

until Silva and Tabora executed their pro-

jects in 1609-26 by adding bastions at these

points.

Differing entirely from the others, the

primitive character of this front points to

considerable age, which idea is confirmed

by the size and shape of its bastions. Small

and narrow in plan, with flanks considerably

longer than the faces and standing per-

pendicular to the curtains, they answer in

description to that of the old bastions of

the Italian masters, of which those by

Micheli on the enceinte of Verona, 1523,

are supposed to be the oldest extant.

Micheli’s bastions are small, with narrow

gorges and short faces, and are placed at

greater distances apart, it being the in-

variable practice when they were built to

attack the curtains and not the faces of

the bastions.

On the east front bastion building pro-

gressed slowly, but in 1739 two more ap-

peared, San Andres and San Lorenzo, sim-

ilar in plan to San Diego, evidently a part

of Fajorda’s project, 1644.

A fourth bastion with perpendicular

straight flanks joined itself to the northeast

angle. This is still in existence but has

been greatly changed by subsequent en-

gineers. Neither the west nor the land

ramparts afford other than a single tier

of fire from open batteries. Of the original

north front little remains, this work having

been entirely remodeled at the end of the

18th century. It consisted of a simple wall

of an indented trace, without bastion until

the year 1715, when improvements were

made, and a year later others were added.

Tartagalia, an Italian master, first described

the covered way in 1554, so it must have

been in use at a much earlier epoch of

Italian fortification. It is somewhat sur-

prising,. therefore, that so little work of this

character appears on the map made by

Tayon.

An estuary limited the city on the east

and southeast, and this appears to have

been excavated in part, forming a moat,

beyond which a low wall constituted a line

of redains with a place of arms opposite

the old Real gate extended from San Diego

bastion to San Andres. A short line of

similar construction was built opposite San

Gabriel bastion. To further develop the

land front and prevent approach by the

beach, a low battery had been built. But

this played no particular part in the siege

of the British, 1762, and has long since been

demolished. The statue to Legaspi and

Undaneta now occupies the site.

Military Forces.

The first regular military organization in

this country was formed in the time of

Pedro de Arandia in 1744. He established

one regiment composed of five companies

of native soldiers, together with four com-

panies which had arrived from Mexico.

Each company numbered three officers and

one hundred and six men. This force,

known as the Regimento del Rey, was di-

vided into two battalions, each being in-

creased to ten companies as the troops

returned from the provinces. During May,

1765, four artillery brigades were added to

the establishment. There were sixteen forti-

fied outposts in the provinces, including

Zamboanga, besides the Camp of Manila,

Fort Santiago and Cavite Arsenal and Fort,

the latter being established in 1757.

This fairly represents the military situa-

tion at the time the British laid siege to

the city in 1762. As a result of the family

compact and the consequent efforts to

diminish the power and prestige of Great

Britain, war was declared by France and

Spain against this power. The British were

successful everywhere, in the West Indies,

Carribean Islands and Havana, and these

were captured with great booty by Rodney
and Montcon, whilst a British fleet was

dispatched to the Philippine Islands with

orders to take Manila.

The British Invasion.

On the evening of September 22, 1762,

a British squadron of thirteen ships under

command of Admiral Cornish entered the

bay of Manila. General Draper, who com-

manded the land forces, disembarked his

troops at Fort San Antonio Abad, a bridge-

head about two and one-half miles south of

Manila. His aide-de-camp at once demanded

the surrender of the city. Being refused,

the British advanced through Malate and

Ermita, capturing several companies of

native troops at these places. The Spaniards

stubbornly retreated until finally they were

driven into the walled city. The force avail-

able for attack consisted of 1,500 European
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troops, together with 700 sailors and 300

marines from the fleet. The English re-

garded not the strict rules of attack, as

understood in those days, and advanced to

within three hundred and fifty yards of the

walls, where were two churches which they

had seized and fortified. The Spanish bat-

teries on Diego opened fire when the fleet

tore down the wall. As fast as it fell natives

would build it up again, but day by day

the breach increased, and the natives re-

fused to work. They started a revolt within

the walls, and the Spaniards, being unable

to check them, were chagrined.

Major Fell, with Boo men, advanced

through the opening, and the archbishop

and governor-general signed the capitula-

tion on October 6th.

Spain Again Takes Possession.

The British retained possession of the

city until August, 1763. The treaty of Paris,

January, 1763, by some oversight, took no

account of the Philippine situation. As

soon as the British evacuated the city

Spain again found herself in possession of

the islands, and again the walls received

the attention of her monarch.

The bombardment had injured much of

the wall, and considerable repairing was

found necessary.

By royal order of December 16, 1796, the

governor of the islands was authorized to

carry on the work of, fortifying the city.

Many changes were made, and alterations

begun with a view to substantially increas-

ing the defensive power of the walls.

Late Changes.

Many changes were made up to 1872,

when, by a royal decree issued on April 23,

the last proposed changes were approved.

The walls and covered way stand today

essentially the same as Rafael Aguilar left

them, too weak to stand even so modest a

siege as that of the British in 1762, unless

manned by superior force. Yet, these ram-

parts have answered their purpose for the

Spaniards. They were undoubtedly a great

safeguard against the frequent threats of

the Mindanao and Sulu pirates who ventured

into the bay up to within fifty years ago.

For more than a century the Spaniards were

any day subject to hostilities from the

Portugese, while the aggressive foreign

policy of the mother country during the

seventeenth century exposed them to re-

prisals by the Dutch fleet, which, in 1643,

threatened the city of Manila. To this

must be added the ever-present danger of

an uprising by the natives themselves.

The old ramparts have afforded a point

of support and secure base but for which

these islands could hardly have been held

so long, and in some respects their worth

has not entirely disappeared, for no man
is wise enough to say that they may not be

needed again should foreign complications

afford an opportunity for revolt.

Wails are Monuments.

They stand out today as the living monu-

ments to those who came from the mother

country to civilize these people. The cus-

toms which she established will no doubt

live longer than the walls themselves. The

project for tearing parts away will not

entirely remove the symbols of the exciting

days of conquest and invasion, and though

streets are being opened through the old

defenses, enough will be allowed to remain

to perpetuate the cherished memories of

glorious combat between foes worthy of

each other’s steel.
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THE
SINKING OF THE SPANISH FLEET IN

C==^ MANILA BAY Bv AngelF.de laTorr

0 begin with, I must say that

my name is not Angel F. de la

Torre.* To give my real name
would be tantamount to plung-

ing me into the greatest

odium of my fellow countrymen, if not to

bringing down upon me a fatal manifesta-

tion of their wrath
;
hence, let the name

standing at the head of this story serve to

designate me.

I was born some thirty odd years ago in

this city. My father, for whom in the light

of circumstances I cherish neither love nor

admiration, was a Spaniard, a Basque, by

profession a practico, and my mother, upon

whom I look as a martyr, was a native of

Bulacan Province, though she had lived

since her childhood in the arrabal of Bi-

nondo. By some freak of nature, although

a Mestizo, I am different from the majority

of the Eurasians, in that I inherit solely

from my mother's race the dark skin, my
father endowing me with the features, eyes

and hair of the Iberian. In spite of this

'*The author is vouched for by Mr. C. K. Gen-

try, a leading newspaper man of Manila.

fact, I have always inclined in my
sympathies and affection towards the people

of the land of my birth, and have always

controlled my actions in accordance with

what I believed to be for their welfare.

The reason for my dislike of Spaniards and

all things Spanish may be found in the fact

that when I was fifteen years old my father

suddenly and with little preparation and

notice, returned to Spain, since which time,

neither my mother, who died two months

after the battle of Manila Bay, nor myself,

have heard further from him. My educa-

tion up to that time had not been neglected,

neither was it afterwards, since my mother

possessed, from her father, quite a little

property, upon whose rents we were enabled

to live quite comfortably. Several years in

Hong Kong sufficed to initiate me into the

mysteries of the English tongue (I little

dreamed at the time of the future benefit

it was to be to me) and the University

of Manila, so-called, had given me a good

grounding in the current branches of mod-

ern schooling. But. having given enough

of my private history, which has no real

THE WAY DEWEY LEFT THE SPANISH FLEET.
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bearing on that of my country, I will now
proceed to lead up to the facts that made
me, at the outbreak of the Hispano-Amer-

ican War, a cadet on board His Majesty's

gunboat, “Guerrero.”

At the time of the first insurrection, or

rather, as I prefer to call it, the first unsuc-

cessful revolution, I was but twenty years

of age, and my mother was unwilling that

I should, as I was eager to, aid the efforts

of my countrymen actively in the field.

Hence, I remained passive, until that mem-
orable time, a dark blot in our history,

when Emilio Aguinaldo, who not even de-

serves the grace of the “don” before his

name, turned traitor to our cause, accepting

the gold of the Spaniards, and fled from the

land. I verily believe that action first made
me a thinker and taught me to realize one

thing, namely, that neither the time nor

the man had arrived.

I clearly saw one thing. That it was the

duty of every Filipino to prepare himself,

availing himself of any means at hand, for

the inevitable and desirable time which

should throw from us the yoke that had

galled our necks ever since the process of

our civilization had begun. It was in this

way, that I decided to accept a cadetship

in the Spanish Navy, one of the many
political sops, as a matter of policy, that

Spain was offering to the Filipinos. I

secured this appointment through a friend,

a rich Filipino of prominence, widely known

among the Spaniards as a strong pro-

Peninsular advocate, but one whose heart

still preserved affection for his country.

It is useless to mention his name ; he died

in ’96, mourned of all. Thus it is that in

April of ’98, I was a cadet (we Filipinos

never rose from the lower ranks) on board

His Illustrious Majesty’s ship, “Guerrero,”

lying in the harbor of Cavite.

It would be difficult to describe with

entire accuracy the exact feelings of the

Filipino towards the American prior to

the war. America we knew to be a great

country, lying to the east of us. Those of

us who were educated knew somewhat

more, but that hatred, inborn and dormant,

which filled the breast of every Spaniard,

was foreign to the great majority of us, and

even when war was declared, and the

Spaniards had naught but opprobium and

insult for the word Yankee, I do not be-

lieve that the F’ilipinos who had allied

themselves the closest to the Spanish Do-

minion, had that intensity of feeling for

the nation with whom we were in conflict,

and the approach of whose fleet was being

anxiously awaited day by day, which char-

acterized the attitude of the Spanish people

resident in Manila.

Dewey’s arrival here put an end to all

conjectures. All realized that the climax

was rapidly approaching, but none save
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those in the highest power and authority

knew with certainty of the result The

general run of people were confident—I at

that time with the rest—deceived by the

lying reports and statements of the Gover-

nor-General and his satellites. All on

board my ship, like those in the other and

more powerful vessels, waited anxiously for

the precipitation of the conflict which they

were confident would put an end to the

hopes of the Yankee interlopers and busy-

bodies.

It was on the evening of the 30th of

April that I accidentally came to know
what not only placed me au courant of

how matters really stood, but also put me
in possession of the key to the mystery

which filled the world with a false and er-

roneous impression of what might have

been in different circumstances the greatest

naval battle of the history of modern times.

I was pacing the deck, meditating upon the

soon to be fo ght battle, when a boat drew

alongside, a packet was handed to the sentry

at the gangway, and the boat pushed off

again hurriedly and rapidly steamed over

towards the nearest ship. I was alert in

an instant, for I felt sure that the letter

contained orders bearing on the conduct to

be observed in action, whether with or

without the aid of the German squadron,

or alone. I immediately accosted the sentry,

who handed me the packet, saying that it

was to be delivered to the commander of

the vessel, and went with it to the door

of the captain’s stateroom and handed it

to him with a few words in explanation of

how it was received. He broke the seal,

glanced at the contents, turned pale and

staggered slightly, then steadying himself

against the bunk, ordered me to at once

request the lieutenant on guard to report

to him. When I returned with that officer,

he motioned to us to sit down, and spoke,

as nearly as I can remember these words

:

“The sun of our beloved fatherland has

set in the Orient. In one day the bulwarks

of our faith and power, built by the centu-

ries, are shattered. There remains for 11s

only to do our last duty to our country.

I have here a solemn and sacred command
from His Excellency the Governor-General,

which goes directed to the commanders of

all the ships in our fleet. In effect, it

recognizes the superiority of the American

squadron, now about to enter the harbor

to give battle to our fleet. It deplores the

lack of the torpedoes and mines, which

would have made the harbor impenetrable.

But the desperate state of our affairs can-

not be overlooked, and it is laid as a solemn

duty upon us, His Majesty’s faithful sub-

jects, to see that the enemy do not benefit

by our practically defenceless condition and

that not one of our ships fall into his

hands. The commander of each ship is to

take two on board into his confidence, and

when the first shot is fired from the “Maria

Christina” our ships, one and all, without

entering into a useless prolongation of the

WHAT IS LEFT OF MONTEJO'S FLEET.
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THE MARIE CHRISTINA, SUNK BY DEWEY.

conflict, must be sunk, thus depriving the

Yankees of the honor of a victory which

would inevitably be theirs. You two will

each go down into the holds, and make
such incisions into the bottom of the ship

as will necessitate but few strokes of an

axe to complete a hole to the water. When
the signal is given, go down and finish

your work. We must all go down to our

death with our ship. It is bitter, but it

is for our country. At twelve o’clock you

will begin your preparations.”

With these words he dismissed us, and

the two of us staggered out on deck. The

lieutenant was pale, but I saw a look of

grim determination on his face, that con-

vinced me that he would obey his orders to

the letter. I glanced at my watch; it was

eleven o'clock, and there was still an hour

ahead, before we should go down to work

on our coffin. I left him and resumed my
walk on the deck ; but you may imagine

that my meditations were slightly different

from those of an hour agone.

Now, as you can readily see, I had neither

inclination nor expectation of martyrizing

myself to a cause totally abhorrent to me.

I had no such love for Spain that I should

give up my life for her. So I cast around

in my mind and finally came to the conclu-

sion that the only way out, was the shortest

way out, and that was by making a bolt

for the shore. I hesitated not a minute,

but stripped off my jacket and pantaloons,

and letting myself quietly down a chain

over the side away from the sentry, dropped

into the water and swam the half mile

intervening to the shore.

The next day I witnessed the fight from

a church tower. One by one I saw the

Spanish warships disappear beneath the

waves. A few shots struck them before

they had time to fill and settle, but I am
confident that not more than one or two

were very seriously damaged by the fire

from the American ships.

I feel certain, that of all that fleet, I was

the only one who knew the contents of the

general secret order of the evening before

that escaped. Those on land who wrote

it will never reveal it, and now that suffi-

cient time has elapsed, I believe that it will

do no harm to set the true facts before the

public.
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